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Bush strides University
► The presidential candidate stopped by during his
campaign runofthe Upstate.
PHILLIP CASTON

managing editor

*

DAN GOffiALEZ'senior staff

KEEPING UP: George W. Bush Jr. paces some University cross-country runners this past week during his
brief stay in the Upstatefor campaigning.

One day before he officially registered as a presidential candidate,
Texas governor George W Bush made
a surprise visit to the University
campus to jog with members of the
men's cross country team.
Bush, who was in the Upstate
campaigning on Tuesday and
Wednesday, ran from the Madren
Center to the dike on Lake Hartwell
and back Tuesday afternoon with
eight members of the men's cross
country team, men's cross country
Head Coach Bob Pollock and political science professor Dr. David
Woodard.
Donning an orange Clemson tshirt and a white Clemson baseball
cap, Bush waved to reporters with a
smile as he ran by on the Lake
Hartwell dike and said, "It's hard to
be old."
The governor was in the Upstate
to speak on his views of veterans for
Veteran's Day, according to Bush's

spokespersons. Bush spoke in Pickens
County, home of four Medal of Honor
winners, and he visited Anderson
Tuesday night for a barbecue. Two of
the key points he stressed during his
speeches were more benefits for veterans and rebuilding the nation as a
military power
The governor took time off of his
schedule, however, to visit the
University and complete his routine
j°g"The first half of the run, I was
able to enjoy the scenery, which is
beautiful," said Bush. "The second
half of the run I was trying to catch
my breath."
Bush, who was traveling in the
Upstate with South Carolina
Lieutenant Governor and Clemson
graduate Bob Peeler, expressed his
views on the University.
"I've been to a lot of college campuses, and I don't believe I've ever
been to a campus that had such a
huge lake that dominates the landscape. It's really beautiful," said Bush,
. who was visiting the University for
the first time.
"[Peeler and South Carolina
Speaker of the House David Wilkins]
are always bragging about the
SEE RUN, PAGE 11

Sunday fiasco University hosts Senator John McCain
ends with
student arrest
► Tillman auditorium was
packed by students andfaculty
duringthe candidate's speech.
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► The incident involved disruption
on a CAT bus, along with destruction of
road signs and vandalism.
JOHN ADAM WICKLIFFE

web editor

A student from Appalachian State was
arrested early Sunday morning for allegedly
assaulting street signs with a metal pipe. The
student's conduct began during a NightCat run
and concluded near Tillman Hall.
Preston Owen Schwartz, a freshman majoring in communications, was taken into campus
police custody shortly after the incident began.
Witnesses of the event described the
assailant as boarding the bus around 2 a.m.
Sunday. He was seen removing his shirt and
causing disruptions aboard the bus. The driver
forced him to leave the bus near Subway and he
then proceeded toward the Tillman Hall area.
About 30 minutes later, several campus
police officers approached him. He had already
defaced several street signs. The assailant proceeded to charge at the officers with a four-foot
PipeSchwartz was very combative and resisted
hand restraints. He spat at one officer and pro4 ceeded to kick at the windows in the police
cruiser once in custody. He rammed his head
into the window glass and protective shield. He
was taken to Oconee Memorial Hospital and
treated for his injuries. His blood-alcohol level
was .192, several times the legal limit of .08.
A witness, Bradley Vaughan, a freshman
majoring in financial management, described
the event as rather chaotic.
"I don't know what kind of drugs he was on,
but he was swinging for the cops," said Vaughan.
"It was like having COPS live."
Schwartz was charged with resisting arrest,
possession of a deadly weapon, malicious injury
to state property and simple assault.
J\ He was released into the custody of his parents.

SANDI OWENS

staff writer
On Friday, Nov. 5, the Strom Thurmond
Institute was packed full of University students, faculty, staff and nearby residents.
The auditorium that is supposed to hold
around 250 people was crowded well
beyond its usual capacity. People stood in
the back of the auditorium in rows. Some
people sat on the outside of the aisles on the
ground. Other people could only come as
close as the lobby outside of the auditorium. What was the cause of this crowd of
people on a Friday afternoon?
Senator John McCain came to Clemson
to speak about his running for the presidential nomination for the upcoming election and about his current book tour.
The afternoon began with an inspirational video that showed his plans for the
future and his success in his past. The video
consisted of pictures of his military past,
the present and various American citizens.
In the background of the auditorium there
was an American flag and a picture of
McCain in his military uniform from when
he served in the military.
McCain, a native of Arizona, is married
and has four children. He opened his
speech with humor about family situations
to which most people can relate. McCain
portrayed his interest in Clemson by congratulating the football team on its victory
against Wake Forest the weekend prior to
his arrival.
Pleased with his current campaign for
presidential nomination, McCain shared
his concerns for South Carolina and the
nation as a whole. He discussed his
thoughts on the issues of national defense
and foreign policy. According to McCain,
there are 12,000 military families today
who are on food stamps due to their lack of

Jim Bouig/Reuters

REACHING OUT: Senatorjohn McCain speaks to students at Dartmouth College while
campaigningfor president.
financial resources. McCain plans to fix
this problem if elected to the presidency.
As of right now, no one in the presidential office or any office of great importance
concerning military affairs has served in
the military. McCain, who has served in the
military, felt that people who deal with
military matters should have at least
served in order for them to relate to pertinent military issues in the government.
The book that McCain wrote shows
appreciation for the generation of people
who served in World War II and exempli-

fies their patriotism for their country and
their families. The people who he discussed
in his book fought to make the world safer
for democracy and the American people.
For McCain, military service is very important and vital for those people who hold
government offices so that they will be
more aware of our country's military issues
and problems.
Another concern of McCain's is health
care and its present condition and its state
SEE

SPEECH, PAGE 13
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BRIEFS
Zoology Exhibit in Full
Swing At the University
The "Two Millenia of Zoology"
exhibit is on display until Feb.
28, 2000, in the special collections area of the Strom
Thurmond Institute at the
Univesity.
The exhibit features books and
prints that trace the history of
zoology from its inception by
Aristotle circa 350 B.C.
through 1900 A.D. The books
on display are drawn mainly
from the library of John P.
Wourms, a professor of biological sciences at Clemson.
Featured in the exhibit are writings of Charles Darwin, John
James Audubon, Carlos
Linnaeus and Ernst Heinrich
Haeckel.
"Two Millenia of Zoology" is
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Monday through Friday.
For more information, contact
Susan Hiott at 656.0665.

► The University representatives placed higher than
ever in the competition.
BRICE HARRY

staff writer
Many hours of preparation paid
off for the University's Construction
Science and Management program
when their student team took second
place at the annual Associated
Schools of Construction's Region II
bid competition held in Jacksonville,
Florida. The team consisted of six

"The most rewarding and
nerve wracking thing I've
ever done - [the competition]
was definitely worth all the
dedication and
preparation."
CLAY HERRON

Public Invited to Nov. 22
Poetry Reading

Acoustic Guitarist to
Perform Nov. 18
Acoustic guitar master Bill
Mize will present a concert on
Thursday, Nov. 18, at 8:15
p.m. in room 117 of the
Brooks Center. There will be a
$5 admission fee payable at
the door.
The concert is sponsored by
the guitar program in
Clemson's performing arts
department. Students in that
program will open the concert,
including the Clemson
University Classical Guitar
Ensemble and selected
soloists.
Mize has won the National
Fingerstyle Guitar Competition
and is a recording artist for
Windham Hill and Narada
records.
For more information contact
Kimberly Bailey 656.3043.

Piedmont Area Mensa to
Hold Test Session at
Clemson Nov. 13
The Piedmont Area Mensa will
participate in American
Mensa's National Testing Day
with a test session at the
University Nov. 13.
"The National Testing Day is
an opportunity for us to familiarize the people of the area
with the Mensa," said Stormie
Kullman, president of
Piedmont Area Mensa. "It
enables us to make membership more accessible for those
interested in the organization
and to give people a chance to
test their intellectual potential."
The test will be administered
in Brackett Hall in room 213 at
9 a.m. A $30 testing fee will
be charged.
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Construction students place in regionals

construction science and management
team member

Randall Freisinger, a professor
of English at Michigan Tech
University and winner of the
May Swenson Poetry Award,
will read from his poetry on
Monday, Nov. 22, at 4 p.m. in
room 117 of Clemson's
Brooks Center for the
Performing Arts.
Freisinger's most recent book
of poetry is Plato's Breath,
published by Utah State
University Press. He also has
had poems published in such
journals as New Letters, The
Cream City Review, Atlanta
Review, Green Mountains
Review, Nebraska Review and
Kansas Quarterly.
The reading is free and open
to the public. For' further information, please contact Brock
Clarke at 656.3272.
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team members, three alternates and
two faculty coaches. The winning
team was the University of Northern
Florida, whose margin of victory
over Clemson was only 0.04 of a
point out of a hundred point grading
scale.
The competition was based on a
simulation of a two million dollar
Jaguar auto dealership construction
project. The team had to develop
company information, an estimate

TEAM TIGER: From left to right, Clay Herronjason LeCroy, Kevin Chalk, Brice Harryjason Hardee and Shawn
Siman stand together afterfinishingthe Associated Schools of Construction's bid competition this past weekend.
and schedule for the project, generate
a cash flow diagram and a wealth of
other project information in a time
period of only sixteen hours. The following morning, a presentation was
made to a panel of judges consisting
of four contractors acting as the project owners.
"It was the closest thing to the real
world construction industry in less
than 15 hours," said Clay Herron, the
superintendant
for
Palmetto
Construction Group. Jason LeCroy,
the company president, agreed and
commented, "We had the opportuni-

ty to take a job we had never seen, to
really get to know that job, a budget,
a schedule, and present it to industry
professionals all in one day."
The University's team, Palmetto
Construction Group, Inc., proved
that Clemson can compete and finish strong with the Southeast's
largest schools of construction.
The University had sent teams to
the competition years before, but this
is the highest a University group has
ever placed.
The group, with the assistance of
University
professors " Dennis

Bausman and David Goodloe, prepared for several weeks, trying to
anticipate any possible pitfalls that
could occur.
The schools that placed were: 1st
Place-University
of
Northern
Florida,
2nd
Place-Clemson
University, 3rd Place-University of
Florida,
4th
Place-Auburn
University. The following teams also
competed:
Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University,
Georgia Southern University, East
Carolina
University,
Southern
Polytechnic State University.

Senators discuss weekly opening
► Also discussed were parking services, NightCAT, a
campusflu shot and syllabi.
MACKIE ALL

assistant news editor
. The main focus of Monday night's
Student Senate meeting was a long
and heated debate'over the issue of
the senate's opening prayer.
The prayer, led by Senate
Chaplain BJ. Boling, introduced the
meeting as usual at 7 p.m. No new
legislation was introduced during
the bulk of the meeting.
The Housing Committee chariman reminded students that midyear apartment and room changes
were approaching.
The
Traffic
and
Parking
Committee chairman reported that
the number of tickets being issued
was down, according to the parking
police. On the other side, the budget
for parking has decreased due to" this

STUDENT

drop in tickets. Last year, parking services had a budget of $650,000.
There have been a number of students parking in visitor spots who
hide their parking tags in their glove
compartments for the privilege. This
violation carries a fee of $60. The
NightCAT has been running well,
with over 5000 patrons. In up-andcoming news, 13 new flyer buses will
become part of the regular CAT system in 18 months. The long wait is
due to the manufacture of the buses,
which are intended to alleviate the
amount of time students spend waiting as the bus stops.
The $5 flu shot being offered at
Redfern was highly advocated.
Student Body Vice President Joey
Delaney announced that the syllabus
website was up and running. It contains more than 1200 syllabi. A new
address for the website that will make
it easier to access is being completed.
Student Senate President Jeff
Davis encouraged the senators to
take upcoming evaluations seriously,

as they affected the review of faculty
members.
The most controversial point of
the evening, however, was the debate
over the senate prayer. At the time,
the prayer is Christian in nature,
which many senators find to be
exclusive and unfair to those who are
not of this particular faith. It was
stressed that the debate was not over
religion, but over respect and
accountability.
The senate chaplain read the proposed "universal prayer" aloud,
which ended with a general "so may
it be." During the debate of this issue,
another amendment came to the
floor: the proposition of the moment
of silence, which would end in
"amen." Several senators claimed that
"amen" still excluded some faiths (or
those with a lack of faith). One senator said that she did not want to say
"amen" when, for all she knew, others
could be praying for things with
which she did not agree.
The amendment for a moment of

silence was called to a vote, and it
was voted down. The issue of the universal prayer was back on the floor.
Some senators found it cold and
sterile, while others found it unacceptable. The debate went on as senators made motions, points of information and suggestions for the pro^
and con sides of the issue.
Senate Chaplain Boling took the
stand towards the end of the debate
and issued a rousing speech in support of the traditional Christian
prayer. Other eon points about the
universal prayer were made. It was:
noted that the pledge of allegiance
states "one nation under God," and]
that dollar- bills read "In God We'
Trust." One senator noted that other:
countries do not go out of their way|
to change their entire religious structure simply because one person who
disagrees comes into the country.
In the end, the universal prayer
was voted down, and the senate was
left with the exact same type of
prayer that with which it had begun.
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drinking? Do they pick up guys?
Ever wondered how you were
How will they find me in a big
going to get back from R-l at
parking lot?
12:30 on some cold dark .
I had many of these same quesTuesday night? Ever been contions until recentcerned when
ly when I asked
your significant
Adam Crowe
and got permisother walks to
sion from Dave
and from the
environmental,
Sloyer, captain of
parking lots to
safety and
the student police,
get his or her car
accessibility
to ride along one
to come see you?
chair
night with the
Well, as some of
escort van.
you know, the
Sloyer put me
Clemson
with Corporal Jason Bruder and
University Student Police run the
student police officer Bobby Noble
escort service every night from 10
to ride around on a cold Monday
p.m. to 2 a.m., while the police connight.
tinue the service through 7 a.m.
Over the course of the two hours
That's right, two student police
I rode along with the SPOs, we
officers will take you to and from
picked up approximately 50 stuany corner of this campus free of
dents from R-l, R-3, Smith, Barnett,
charge. All you have to do is call
Manning, Byrnes, Clemson House,
656-2222 and request the service.
Johnstone and the sidewalk
Now this sounds great, but surely there's a catch, right? Can the stu- between R-l and the Bryan Mall
area. Basically, the SPOs went wherdent police arrest me if I've been

ever was necessary to pick up and
provide safe transportation for both
males and females on campus. Yes,
we picked up half-dozen males.
Over the past months people
have questioned the efficiency of
the escort service and the rules for
getting a ride from the escort service. Unfortunately, the SPOs
presently have only one six-passenger van to drive around
campus. Many times this limits the
speed in which the escort service
can respond to a call. Almost every
trip I made with the SPOs we
picked up a full van of passengers.
Since the van can carry only six
passengers and there is only one
van for a campus big enough to
have declared a west and east campus, many times it can appear that
the escort service is slow or not very
efficient.
Fortunately, both the student
Elice and student government are
)king at funding possibilities to

purchase a new van, which would
vastly help the escort service.
The best bet is to be patient
when you are waiting for the escort
van. Call the police station at 6562222 and request an escort, then
lock yourself in your car and turn
on the lights. With your doors
locked you are still safe and with
your lights on it is much easier for
the escort service or the CAT buses
to find you.
The SPOs are here for your protection and to be the eyes and ears
of the police. The SPOs themselves
cannot make arrests, but they can
contact the police quickly if there is
a need. So next time you call 6562222 for an escort, thank the SPOs
who are keeping you as safe as possible on this great campus.

Upcoming Events:
•National Recycling Week: Nov. 1519
•Safety issues: safety@clemson.edu
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University's affirmative policies upheld

► Minority enrollment has
grown proportionately since
* its inception in 1963.
KATRINA

A.

JACKSON

staff writer

m
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Clemson's Affirmative Action
policies Continues to stand
Confirmed"
Despite recent federal court
cases striking down racial-preference admissions policies at various
universities in the country,
University officials say that they
will continue to support the current affirmative action policies.
The University's decision to support the policies resulted from a
number of lawsuits filed against
other universities for racial preference policies. The University of
Georgia has been sued in federal
court over "the bonus points it adds
in an admission formula for borderline applicants that are American
Indian, Asian, African-American or
Hispanic."
Georgia's president, Michael F.
Adams, told a campus forum that,
"[my] commitment to providing
opportunity to all is fundamental,
and under [my] leadership, the
University of Georgia will remain
committed to this basic right."
While the University of Georgia
has supported its policies, officials
of the University of Virginia have
already considered curtailing its
racial-preference policies after
board members concluded it
"would probably be struck down as
racially discriminatory if chal-

EARN UP TO $1000
*This Semester*
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(888) 728-7247

lenged in federal court."
The scrutiny under which affirmative action has come has forced
the University and other colleges in
the state to re-evaluate their policies on the issue.
Byron Wiley, director of the
department of access and equity for
the University said, "Clemson
University will definitely keep
affirmative action ... it is the best
chance of achieving what we want
to achieve and that is a diversified
university and community."
Since the University accepted its
first African-American student,
Harvey Gantt, in 1963, it has experienced a proportionately steady
increase in minority enrollment.
"Those schools that support
affirmative action will usually get
the minority enrollment that they
want," said Altheia Lesley with the
department of minority student
affairs. "According to statistics,
minority enrollment steadily
increased from 1989 to 1993, varied
between 1993 and 1998, and has
begun to increase again from 1998
to 1999."
Wiley believes that the increase
in minority enrollment and activities attest to the University's effectiveness in including affirmative
action policies in its admissions
process and student activities.
"Affirmative action can be
attributed with the changes that
have come about in terms of minority enrollment and activities [and]
those attributes of affirmative
action give us our strongest position in terms of legal challenges,"

said Wiley.
While the University is meeting
its established goal in recruiting
minority students, a recent report
suggests a more aggressive
approach is needed to create a truly
diverse campus. That is the conclusion of a preliminary report done
by the President's Commission on
the Status of Black Faculty and
Staff.
The report represents the first
year's work of the commission,
which was established by former
President Constantine Curris to
document the status of black faculty and staff and advise the administration on ways to increase diversity
and improve the quality of life for
blacks in the University's work force.
In its study of the presence of
blacks in different employment categories at the University, the commission found positives and negatives. The total number of black faculty increased from 17 in 1981 to 41
full-time faculty members in 1999.
Equal opportunity goals were
achieved at the assistant and associate professor level and several in
non-academic areas.
"The commission was created as
a way to address diversity issues in
a collegial atmosphere and provide
sound data and analysis for decision makers," said commission
chair Bruce Ransom, a political science associate professor.
During the summer the
University was involved in a lawsuit with Dr. Romando James, a
tenured associate professor in the
family and youth services (4-H)
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Commission, in addition to meeting the standards that will allow it
to be held accountable in any legal
actions.
"South Carolina does evaluate
every state agency on progress in
terms of achieving affirmative
action," said Wiley, "and among the
four-year institutions in the state
Clemson ranks number one"
The state's human affairs commission monitors recruitment, hiring and promotion practices in
state agencies, a process University
officials believe solidifies their case
for using affirmative action at the
University. The process will also
force the University to adjust its
affirmative action plans as the need
for affirmative action shifts focus in
the future.
"Demographics will effect the
change in our policies as the population of South Carolina changes.
Affirmative action will also change
in terms of the [ethnic] groups that
it is used for" said Knighton.
According to Wiley, diversity of
all groups is a part of the
University's overall goals for the
future in terms of affirmative
action policies.
"Clemson has publicly declared
that its goal is to be the premier
land grant university in the nation,"
said Wiley. "Its goal is to be the most
highly regarded land grant university of all land grant institutions in
the country. In order to do that it
has to be a diverse university and
you can't reach that goal without
being more diverse than it is at the
present time."
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department of the University.
James sued the University last year,
alleging that the University and his
department head denied him a full
professorship on three occasions
because of his race. The University
was acquitted of violating James'
civil rights.
The University's research and
planning administrator, Jerry
Knighton, said, "Affirmative action
has been very effective in achieving
diversity when you look at
Clemson's history say ten years ago,
maybe even longer. In view of the
legal environment that exists in our
country today we have had to take a
real strong look at the positive procedures to make sure that we are in
the best position if we are to be
challenged."
According to Knighton, the
University has not been challenged
with a lawsuit in opposition to its
affirmative action program regarding student enrollment.
"The goal is to ensure that the
University's program is one that
will stand up to similar challenges,
as we follow the various challenges
across
the
country,"
said
Knighton. "At the heart of the
debate is whether or not "diversity"
is a compelling interest and we
maintain that diversity has educational benefits for all students, faculty and staff and, therefore, we
intend to continue our efforts in
this regard."
In order to continue its efforts,
the University's affirmative action
plan must meet the standards of
the South Carolina Human Affairs
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[STAFF EDITORIAL]

Clemson is below par on issues concerning race

Our nation has been plagued by some heated racial conflict Wintrop's student bodies are 20 and 24 percent black respecduring this past century. As we head into the new millennium, tively There is no excuse for Clemson to be this far behind.
there is no end in sight for our racial disharmony. On a state Clemson is obviously doing a poor job of reaching out to and :
level, there is the Confederate flag question which will most recruiting from our state's black community.
Unfortunately, some of our peer schools in other states havei
likely carry on into the new year, but racial disunity can be
similar problems. Virginia Tech's student body is only four perbrought much closer to home than that.
This past week, Clemson was reminded of the complexity in cent black, and N.C. State's student body is 11 percent black.
resolving the prejudices and inequities still facing our society. Perhaps agricultural and engineering dominant schools are failThe President's Commission on the Status of Black Faculty and ing to reach out to black youth and minority professors in genStaff issued a report detailing changes in the number of black eral.
Regardless rjrfBQfher schools' shortcomings, Clemson needs to
faculty at Clemson. The report tried to remain positive despite
start making a conscious effort to increase
negative findings.
both its number of black students and faca
The report noted that the total number
Our Position:
ulty. Things like this are very important to,
of black faculty increased from 17 in 1981 to
the school's image and can even affect
41 at the present time. Though the actual
Clemson needs to
issues related to funding. If Clemson fails;
number of black professors has increased in
to improve its diversity, it could lose state
work towards
recent years, so has the entire number of
federal dollars.
Clemson employees. Percentage-wise, the
increasing minority andClemson
can approach this problem by
number of black faculty and staff has
increasing
minority
recruitment efforts/
enrollment.
dropped five percent since 1981. Clemson
Diversity
is
a
powerful
selling point for a
already trails state averages relating to both
school. These low statistics hurt our out-ofblack faculty and students, making this
state recruitment efforts as well. Once Clemson increases its
new statistic more disheartening.
Along with this report, the University has promised "a more black population, aggressive recruiting tactics will not be necaggressive and pro-active effort" to create diversity on campus. essary to attract minority students.
Perhaps, part of the problem is that Clemson is not very
This is a step in the positive direction, but it falls short of an
actual solution. The University must make sure that the find- appealing to the black population. As a whole, the campus is.
ings of this report lead to action. As one of the largest and best still fairly segregated. This can only be changed if students no
public schools in the state, Clemson should be the leader in make an individual effort. The Office of Multicultural Affairs
should definitely become more involved in efforts to increasediversity
Another major shortcoming of this report was that it focused general racial harmony on campus.
Clemson has flourished in a conservative region where it hal ,:
solely on Clemson's faculty. Clemson also has some staggering
often
been taboo to discuss racial matters. We can no longer let
statistics regarding race and its student population. Compared
this
status
quo mentality overflow into our institute of higher
with other public universities in the state, Clemson has the lowlearning. The administration must immediately take efforts to
est percentage of black students.
At Clemson, only seven percent of the student body is black. increase our campus diversity. Clemson should apply the same
This is a significantly low number considering that USC's and vigor to promoting racial equality as it does to football.

t

SPEAKINGOUT
How do you feel about the status of race at Clemson?

Meetings are held every Sunday at
7 p.m. in Room 904 of the Student
Union.
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced, and should include the
author's name, signature, and phone
number (plus major and class if applicable). They will be checked for authenticity. Letters may be edited for clarity
and grammar.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of THE
TIGER senior staff. In representing the
majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any
particular member.

•:.

I believe the status of
race at Clemson is not an
important factor in
admitting students, but I
would like to see more
minorities on campus.
Jason Gossett

computer science
sophomore

As a freshman, I think
that the minority population at Clemson is far
too small. 1 was extremely shocked by the ratio
the first week here.

1 feel that the status of
race at Clemson has definitely improved from the
past. However, many
people need to see the
views of others and not
stereotype so much.

I think that the diversity
will help people around
Clemson understand
more about different cultures so they don't have
wrong stereotypes.
Vu Hoang

Charlynniea Glasscho

Christine Hermansdonfer

computer science
sophomore

general engineering
freshman

business management
sophomore

1 think that the number
of minorities has
increased since my
freshman year, but it's
hard to see that because
everyone tends to hang
out in small groups.
Joey Erwin

graphic comm.
senior
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Everybody's free to get drunk and avoid Harcombe
adies and gentlemen of the
things were until you're a senior.
future classes of Clemson:
But trust me, in four years you'll
avoid Harcombe food.
look back and not believe how easy
If there was
it really was.
one bit of advice
If you walk
for the future of
slowly,
you'll get
John Adam
your college
passed. But don't
Wickliffe
career, this
be in a hurry, you
would be it. The
web editor
might miss
short-term benesomething.
fits of not eating
Eat wisely;
at Harcombe
that "freshman
have been proven from Redfern
15" will last long beyond your
doctors, whereas the rest of my
freshman year.
advice has no basis other than my
Cheer, even if we lose every
own convoluted experiences. I will
game. You never know, someday
dispense with this advice now.
we may never lose.
Enjoy the freedom you have as a
Maybe you'll graduate, maybe
freshman. Oh, never mind. You
you won't. Maybe you'll fall out of
will not understand how easy
your loft; maybe you'll dance the

L

Macarenaat TD's and not get
laughed at. Whatever you do, forget the embarrassing moments
and remember the unforgettable
ones.
Laugh at yourself.
If a volcano erupts, I have three
words for you: stop, drop and cover.
Take out your anger on Florida
State instead of Parking Services.
There are plenty of spaces behind
the fire department, but there's no
room for two Bowdens' in
Clemson.
Live in the frat quad once, but
leave before it makes you drunk.
Live in Byrnes once, but leave
before it makes you drunk too.
Remember what your friends
have done for you throughout the

[COMMENTARY]

News flash: smoking is good!
Philip-Morris is my new hero. Have you
second-guess these advertisements as a
seen their new ad campaigns? They
rebound effort after PM's national embarrassbring a tear to my eye every time I see
ment broadcast on CNBC. But what these
one. They have extended their reach from
blasphemers do not understand is that
production of cancer sticks and delved into
Philip-Morris cares—for the people. I would
the world of philanthropy. They have taken
wager that these few cynics have yet to see
up the role of saving our battered women,
the classy television spots that make me, and
contributing to various cultural organizamultitudes of others, shed a tear. If only they
tions, and rescuing the environment among
would let their guard down and forget about
other causes. But the difference^ that they
all the health issues and simply realize that
now use ads depicting their philanthropy in
what Philip-Morris actually does for the
order to get their name out on the market. I
community greatly outweighs the debilitatthink I might just pick up this smoking thing. ing effects that cigarettes have on people and
I know that PM is a conglomerate of varithose surrounding them. They love us and
ous corporations, but let
the underage cigarette
us be realistic, they are
smoking youth of America.
known by name for makThey want to make our lives
ing smokes. With this new
better via cigarettes.
ad blitz, I now see the good
The ads are perfect in
behind smoking. I have
logic too. I just now saw one
been so blind for so many
in which Philip-Morris
years, and thanks to
shows how they help batPhilip-Morris I can now
tered women. When they
finally see the light. All these years of people
get these battered women out of their abusive
telling me that smoking was bad for me and
homes, they will undoubtedly be met with
how tar blackened my lungs have finished
gratitude from the women saved and their
their cycle in my brain—they went in one ear children will all want to work for Philipand are at last going out the other one.
Morris, the great protector. And since the PM
For so many years I have yearned to
family must be limited, they join in a more
smoke, and now that I know Philip-Morris
supportive manner, they get only Philipcomes to the salvation of the destitute, I have
Morris cigarettes. Underage kids will shoplift
reason to ignore my inhibitions in order to
and buy only PM butts at the Pantry now.
acquire a nicotine addiction (although only
Then they too can continue this wonderful
two years ago PM denied nicotine's addictive
cycle of helping others. I know I will now.
properties in front of the Supreme Court).
But alas, I digress. Being the seasoned
Despite all the negativity that surrounds
smoker I already am, I feel the nic-attack hitcatch words like "nicotine" and "tar" and
ting me, and I am really fiending for a smoke
"cancer," I refuse to allow that to sway how I
right about now, so you must excuse me
now feel about my new favorite mother corwhile I go light up.
poration. These ads push these words to the
back of my mind because now I see the largWill Brown is a senior majoring
er picture.
in biological sciences. Email comments to
Now those few skeptics out there might
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

years. Someday, they may need you
to do something for them.
Accept certain absolute truths.
Tuition will rise, trustees will meddle, and you too will become a
senior. And when you do, you'll
fantasize that when you were a
freshman, tuition was reasonable,
trustees didn't name everything
after themselves, and you didn't
drink too much.
Don't drink too much.
Don't be prejudiced. If you're
treading water in a sea of ignorance and hate, learn to swim.
Those you call friends today
may not be friends in the future.
Hold on to those who stick with
you through the thick and thin.
Dispose of the rest.

Stupidity is not hereditary. You
learn stupidity.
Being ignorant and drunk is a
reflection of being sober and ignorant.
Be careful with where you
download your essays, you get
what you pay for.
Accept advice only from those
you trust. Others just want to rum
you.
But trust me on Harcombe.
Thefollowing was loosely based
on a column written by Mary
Schmich of the Chicago Tribune.
John Adam Wickliffe is a senior
majoring in computer information
systems. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

COMMENTARY]

The party of lying, thieving bastards
On Tuesday Nov. 9th of this year, the
tions about the political impact of a miniU.S. Senate voted to increase the
mum wage increase, was quoted as sayminimum wage by $1 over the next
ing, "OOOOAAAAEOU!" While many
three years and to give businesses a whole side with Conqueror the Destroyer's posilot of free money in the form of approxition, it must be kept in mind that
mately $18 billion that Republicans
Conqueror, until recently, used to be
claim will go toward "necessary" tax
known as Bill Rand, a humble janitor and
breaks. These necessary tax breaks, says
matriarch of the Rand family who
Wyoming Senator Craig Thomas, "will
earned minimum wage as a security
mainly be received by businesses who
advisor by cleaning out third grader's
really, really need them." When asked to
lockers in search of drugs and guns at the
be a little more specific, Senator Thomas
Cross Creek Elementary school in
began clucking like a wild chicken and
Louisville.
smoking enormous amounts of easy
If the bill makes it all the way through
money given to him by
the legislative branch,
various special interest
President Clinton has
groups.
promised to veto the bill,
Despite the bill's
says ABC News, claiming
overwhelmingly generthat, "it's a cynical
ous contributions to
attempt to help special
various businesses, it
interest groups while
includes a whole dollar
using the minimum
increase to the miniwage issue as a cover." If,
mum wage. The dollar increase, which is
knowing the duplicitous nature of
being called a Godsend by minimum
President Clinton, the bill will be ratified,
wage lobbyists and by low income
Republicans and Democrats alike will
employees who expect a whole dollar
voluntarily change both party names to
increase will really help their financial
the more unified political identification
and spiritual situations, is to be impleof, Lying Thieving Bastards.
mented over the course of the next three
The middle class, when asked to comyears in a painstaking attempt to make
ment on the bill of an unnamed senator
the bill absolutely worthless.
who has been called "a three legged
While most of the persons earning the turkey stuffed with money," instead of
minimum wage were too busy working to commenting, opened their cell phones
support their families or were too young
and began ordering all new replicas of
to speak proper English effectively
famous designer furniture in a vain
enough to answer our brief questionnaire, attempt to keep up with the wealthy
we did find a homeless man who looked
owners of rich businesses who will
and sounded very poor. Unfortunately, he
inevitably inherit most of the Republican
could only respond to our questions in
backed tax breaks.
the form of vowels.
Bryan Smith is a junior majoring in
Conqueror the Destroyer, as he wishes
English. Email comments to
to be known, in response to a few quesletters@tiger.clemson.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
McCain reception
was not planned well
As a history major and active
alumni, I wish to make known
my dismay at the apparent poor
planning for the appearance on
campus of Senator John McCain.
I was one of the fairly large
number of people who attempted to attend the presidential
hopeful's presentation at the
Strom Thurmond Institute on
Friday, Nov. 5.
Unfortunately for those of us
who could not arrive early, the
capacity of the Self Auditorium
left a large number of attendees
without seats or even the ability
to monitor the senator's speech
from the crowded lobby as no
provision was made for an overflow crowd.
I had bought the senator's
book and read it and was looking
forward to his remarks on his
extraordinary experiences. But I
left in disgust when I saw how
many people like myself were
not going to be accommodated
in the auditorium. I was
informed by other disappointed
listeners that this was not the

first time that insufficient capacity for a prominent speaker had
manifested itself. We are speaking of a presidential candidate
here, not some arcane unknown.
In view of the fact that I drove
from Washington, D.C. to hear
Senator McCain speak, I would
have appreciated it if those
responsible for planning this
event had made sufficient
arrangements to permit all those
wanting to hear him to attend,
not just those who could bolt
from the office or highway early.
Mark Sublette

alumni

Student weighs in on
Confederate flag
I have recently changed my
residency from Florida to South
Carolina so I believe I now have a
legitimate right to voice my opinion on the Confederate flag. I have
heard this debate ever since I was
a freshman in 1996 and frankly, I
am getting sick and tired of it as
most everyone probably is.
I have lived in the South my
entire life and understand the sig-

nificance and importance of the
Confederate flag to not just history, but heritage as well. But like it
or not, the flag became a symbol
of racial hatred in the middle of
the 20th century. The KKK flew
the flag proudly, but the government accepted it and did nothing
about that. Other types of white
supremacy groups did the same,
and yet again, nothing was done
about it. Now the Confederate flag
has become a symbol of re-election and national debate, not heritage or the past ways of life!
The NAACP has boycotted the
state in tourism and soon may be
adding further sanctions against
the state, and rightly so. For some,
the confederate flag means hatred
and others, heritage. A compromise has been tossed around for
years about considering moving
the Confederate flag from the capital building to the state museum.
Unfortunately, the flag has been
tarnished and used by groups not
fit to fly it. It isNa shame that it
happened but it did.
Put the flag where it belongs;
on top of the museum where people can enjoy it for what it is
worth, a symbol of our rich history. Don't make South Carolina a

state of turmoil between black
and white or a national embarrassment, more so than has
already been done by this incessant battle of stubbornness and
carelessness. Think of the people

you represent! Work together on
this and get it fixed and quit fighting about it.
Chris Evans

civil engineering
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Local favorite ups the ante for cheap flicks
► The Astro Triple still
charges less than $2 to see a
new movie.
MACKIE ALL

assistant news editor
The Astro Theatre, commonly
called the "dollar theatre" amongst
students, is now the dollar-fifty
theatre.
This "all new super low price," as
it says on the Astro's answering service, was introduced last Friday. So
far the 50 percent increase in price
has not affected turnout, nor the
general opinion of the Astro on
campus.
"I think I've heard two comments, and both of those were really positive," said Bill Jones, the manager of the Astro. Students have said
that as long as good movies keep
coming in, the price is still worth it.
"I'm willing to pay an extra 50
cents on a more recent, updated
movie release," said David Clayton,
a junior majoring in mechanical
engineering. "I'd hate to see the
Astro go out of business."
The price raise was due to no
desire of the Astro Theatre or its
company, Carmike Cinemas. It was
the film companies who ship out

the videos who had complaints.
Jones explained that the Astro's
low prices mean low income—only
about $430 goes to the film company for every 1,000 people who
attend a show, compared with
$1,000 or more in theatres like
Seneca. The Astro faced a tough
choice: either leave the price at $1
and start getting older movies, or
raise prices and keep playing new
movies.
"It was just a subjective decision
that we didn't want to wait [for
movies]," said Jones.
He noted that prices have risen
in other theatres, also, including
huge outfits like the Hollywood 20
in Greenville.
The Astro turns only a modest
profit, and Jones stated that he
"would not say a whole lot of it is
generated by the admission. We'd
let people in free if they eat concessions."
Concessions make up a majority
of the Astro's revenue, and Jones
said that those prices will not be
raised.
The Astro has always been
proud of its ability to open first-run
movies at such a low price.
"We could have just gone back to
showing Titanic," Jones said. "We'd

IF YOU ARE PREGNANT
AND WOULD LIKE
ADOPTION SERVICES...
Let a CLEMSON ALUMNI assist
you with your decision.
You can choose, your adoptive couple,
have paid expenses, and knowledge of
your child s life if you desire, rfnis is a
courageous decision.

BRIAN LEONARD/-: :

PRICE HIKE: Students can expect to pay an extra 50 cents when entering Tiger Town's only cinema for a weekend date or a weekday break.
charged $6 admission but promised
be competing with Blockbuster."
It was out of the question. The brand-new films. Rather than shut
Astro agreed to raise prices in order down or pursue other options,
to appease the film companies and which included making the Astro a
beer and draft theatre, Carmike
continue to receive newer movies.
decided to drop the
The Astro
price of the Astro
charged
full
——— movie to just $1.
price admission,
Jones said that
$4.50, six years "I'm willing to pay an
they
probably
ago,
until
should have started
Seneca Cinemas extra 50 cents on a
at $2 just to avoid
opened
six more recent, updated
price raises like
miles
away.
this, but said that
Though
the movie release."
"we're not going to
larger theatre is
be ashamed of
owned by a difDAVID CLAYTON
ferent company
junior in mechanical engineering $1.50."
Jones pointed
and is therefore
out that dollar thenot true compeatres in Greenville
tition for the
and Anderson are
Astro
and
Carmike, business began to drop as showing movies that the Astro ran
students started attending the months ago, like American Pie and
newer, bigger theatre, which Big Daddy. He said he would "hate"

Please contact Dr. Julia Childers at:
828-466-9848 Office
828-431-0989 Pager

to be a theatre that showed movies
that could be rented on video.
"It's kind of like Tiger football,"
Jones said.
As long as the games are good,
fans will come. And as long as the
quality of the movies at the Astro
are good, fans of the low price and
great value will come.
"We're not happy about it. It was
a survival decision," said Jones. "But
this is the still the best value any
college campus has got. This is a
heck of a bargain."
This weekend, the Astro is presenting Music of the Heart, another
first-run film that even Seneca will
not be running, and with the extra
50 cents per ticket, there will be
more new movies to follow.
Jones added one last reassuring
comment: "I doubt you're ever going
to see the Astro even close to regular
admission prices."

Sheila Eubanks

Email: ailoptionsbydrcliililers@yahoo.com
childers@conninc.com
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Julie Scott

Susan Oliver

Debra McDonald
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University scientists assist in space suit project
► A collaboration with
astronaut Bonnie Dunbar
led to the project's inception.
CHRIS CLAPP

staff writer
People have long dreamed ol
exploring the final frontier of space,
and that dream has become a reality for some. There is still a great
deal of our universe, however, both
known and unknown, which has
not- yet been explored by human
beings. The past goal was a trip to
the moon. The present project is an
international space station.
But what will be the next frontier?
The answer is Mars, and a
University forum met this week to
design the space suits that will be
used for trips to the Red Planet.
This past Tuesday and
Wednesday, between 75 and 100
scientists gathered
at
the
University to discuss the new
materials and technologies that
will be needed for the Mars mission
that NASA plans to attempt in
2006. The University's bioengineering department and Apparel
Research Center sponsored the
forum, titled "Extravehicular
Activity Technology-A Leap into
the Future."
The forum was held in the Clyde
Madren Continuing Education and
ConferencejCenter.
Representatives were on hand
from NASA, other universities and
industries that have been subcontracted to build for the space pro-gram were in attendance. Members
of numerous Clemson departments
including bioengineering, textile
and polymer sciences, chemistry,
computer science and civil engineering were also on hand.
Astronaut Gregory Harbaugh, who
is a veteran of three shuttle missions that included repairing the
Hubble Telescope, attended the
forum to provide a first hand
account of the issues associated
with working in space.
There are a great deal of problems associated with a trip to Mars.
It will take astronauts three years to
travel to Earth's planetary neighbor
and they may stay on the planet for
well over a year.
. This means that all the materials used in the space exploration
must be extremely durable and easily repairable.
Dr. R. Larry Dooley, chairman of
the University's bioengineering
department quipped, "It's not like
you can bring it back and fix it."
The space suits used for Martian
exploration will also have to be able
to withstand punctures and tears
from the ragged edges of the planet's terrain.
They will also need to be resistant to dust adhesion and ultra-violet rays, and they will need to be far
lighter than the suits used on previous missions to the moon. This is
because Mars has gravity and the
astronauts will fatigue far more easily.
Robotic assistance will be integrated to a greater extent into the
Mars mission, and the space suits
will need to be associated into the
control of such robotic systems.
These are just a few of the problems
that were tackled at the conference.
As of Tuesday, a University bioengineering faculty member, Dr.
Martin Leberge, had already proposed a new polymeric bearing
that could be used on the suits.
Students also benefited from the
forum's presence at the University.
Representatives from ILC Dover,
one of the prime manufacturers of
space suits for NASA met with
freshmen engineering classes on
Monday.
Freshman engineering student
Joe Gramc was impressed with
their demonstration of the different
components of the space suit and
said, "It spurned an interest in aero-

space engineering for me." He
also added that "the suits were
very interesting, and the representatives gave a thorough and
fascinating demonstration of
materials used in space."
Dooley felt that their presence provided "a great opportunity for freshman engineering
students."
The Univeristy was chosen
to host the forum for numerous
reasons. The project is a result of
collaboration between Dooley
and NASA astronaut Bonnie
Dunbar, who received an honorary
degree
from
the
University in 1990. The two had
been discussing the materials
problems associated with a trip
to Mars and wanted to get new
ideas from people in the university community.
The reputation of the
University's Apparel Research
Center and the School of
Textiles, Fiber and Polymer
Science also helped the
University win the right to host
the forum.
Dooley remarked that, "It
seemed a very natural thing to
have the conference here and it
went extremely well."

SPRUCING

DAN GONZALEtfsenior staff

University employees Craig Greco, Paul Minerba and Matthew Bryson plant trees between Lowry and
Lee Halls this past Tuesday afternoon.
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BOOKSTORE
Children's Clothing Sale

%off
now thru entire month of November

30% off I Barbie Sale
select novelty
sports balls

[originally $15.99]
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Graduate student makes CAT driving look easy
► The first CAT Roadeofeatured an obstacle course and
other drivingtests.
CLAY KRIESE

staff writer
A Clemson graduate student
shocked the more experienced
Clemson Area Transit bus operators by narrowly winning the lirst
CAT Roadeo.
Michael Philipp clinched the
upset victory by correctly answering difficult bus related questions,
defeating the favored Yale Simpson
in a sudden death, tie breaking
round.
Philipp is the force's newest
member with only a month of

experience. "I thought it was kind
of ironic," he said, "there was a very
new driver going against a much
older driver."
This was the first year for the
competition, which was developed
by the CAT service to promote safe
driving between bus operators and
ensure better care of the
vehicles,along with the people who
ride in them.
There were four segments to the
contest. It began with an obstacle
course located in the P-l parking
lot. Drivers took turns moving their
buses through a series of maneuvering tests such as "The
Serpentine" (driving slalom-like
through a zigzag pattern of cones)
and "The Barricade" (backing into a
wall of PVC pipe).

Former secretary
of state honored
► An exhibit onjames
Byrnes' role in peace conferences is now on display.
MOLLIE FERRIGAN

staff writer
This past Wednesday, the James
E Byrnes and the Reunification of
Germany and Europe exhibit
opened to honor the former secretary of state in the Cooper Library.
On display until Feb. 6, the
exhibit will focus on the critical
role that James E Byrnes played in
peace conferences during the period directly after World War II
under President Harry S. Truman.
The display is concentrated on
post war activity in Germany and
the action that Byrnes and the
United States intended to take by
supporting the establishment of an
early transitional central government for Germany, promoting economic unity, and remaining in
Europe.
Those
themes
continued
through the lengthy confrontation
between the United States and the
Soviet Union better known as the
Cold War, which resulted in a major
building block for the creation of
West Germany with its economic
development, democratic society,
and NATO membership according
to Mike Kohl.
Curator of the exhibit, Susan
Hiott, said the actual idea came

from Kohl who is head of the special collections unit. Through his
suggestions, she was able to decide
on the focus and she chose which
articles to include from the official
James E Byrnes Papers in Special
Collections.
"The Byrnes Papers that we have
are a really good collection," she
said.
Some of those artifacts include
photographs, maps and documents
that contain shorthand notes that
Byrnes took during the Yalta Peace
Conference with such leaders as
Joseph Stalin, Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Sir Winston Churchill. There is
also a famous speech that Byrnes
made in Stuttgart, Germany, in
Sept. 1946. Byrnes' impact also
extended into serving as a congressman, a senator, a Supreme
Court justice, the director of war
mobilization and Reconstruction
and the Governor of South
Carolina.
The exhibit is mounted by the
University
Libraries
Special
Collections to mark the 10th
anniversary of fall of the Berlin
Wall. Hiott feels it is important for
people to know about the history
behind that, "I think it's a real interesting time period."
To learn more about James F
Byrnes' involvement in history,
visit the web site: http://members.xoom .com/CFMorgan/byrnes.
htm.

Better Ingredients,
Better Pizza.
Two Cheesesticks &
Two Drinks for

$8.
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included. Valid at Clemson Only.

Small One Topping Pizza

$5

•

•

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Expires 12/99. Additional Topping Extra.Tax not
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They were also tested in a
wheelchair lift and securement
exercise in which each operator
transported a simulated disabled
person on and off his bus by using
a specialized mechanical wheelchair lift. Points were allotted
according to how smoothly, safely
and kindly the procedure was
enacted.
There was also a driving course
in which the drivers navigated
their buses throughout the City of
Clemson, each with a judge on
board scrutinizing the smoothness
and aptness of the ride.
"They're judging the driver to see
if he's operating that vehicle not
only according to the law, but far
above that standard," said Chief Bus
Operator Roy Noel.
In addition to these events the
bus operators each took a written
test pertaining to vehicular knowledge.
After the points were accumulated, it was announced that there
was a tie between Philipp and

Simpson.
Therefore,
Transit
Administrator Albert Babinicz
enacted a sudden death, tie-breaking round. Both finalists correctly
answered the first two difficult
questions, but Simpson gave an
incorrect answer in the third round
leaving Philipp as the victor.
"I was shocked I did so well," said
Philipp.
At the awards luncheon held
afterward at the Ramada Inn, with
the tall, brass, first place trophy in
his hands, Philipp credited his competing cohorts.
"I'm really an assembly of all of
these guys. All of their experiences
and years of driving went to this
award."
Philipp, who is working on a
business administration master's
degree, is looking forward to competing in the next level, the South
Carolina
Statewide
Roadeo
Championship.
"Hopefully I can show our experience and attitude here, since this
is a small town compared to

%

FREE

m w

Pmimmi,

Charleston and Columbia, and just
prove ourselves to the state."
Bill McGraw was honored for his
third place finish, along with Garry
Weeden who was recognized for his
excellent performance in the
wheelchair life exercise and on the
written exam. Charles Crooks also
received an achievement award for
his 10 years of service as a Clemson
bus driver.
Along with his second place trophy, Simpson was honored with a
special plaque commemorating his
heroic actions on the night of Sept.
29, in which he jumped off a Lake
Hartwell bridge to rescue a drowning person.
Despite the positive reception
given to the award winners, there
were virtually no signs of disappointment among those drivers
who walked away empty handed.
As
Babinicz
previously
explained, "We all provide excellence in serving [the community]
with a. safe, kind and reliable service. Everyone here is a winner."
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JOBS AVAILABLE
NEXT SPKING!
Great resume builder. Good pay.
Editor-in-Chief (senior staff experience necessary)
The editor-in-chief is the chief officer of The Tiger and maintains final
authority in all decisions concerning The Tiger. In addition, the editor-inchief is the chief representative for this organization. He or she shall be
responsible for enforcing the consitiution, acting as a liaison between the
University administration and The Tiger, setting newspaper style with the
managing editor and ensuring the functioning of The Tiger.
Managing Editor
The managing editor is responsible for the weekly operations of the
newspaper, including the duties of designing the pages, monitoring
production days to ensure that work is completed in a timely way, placing ads
for each issue and enforcing obedience to style guidelines for the
newspaper.
Time Out Editor
The Time-Out editor is responsible for covering entertainment events on
campus with an emphasis on on-campus productions. In addition, he or she is
obligated to build a staff of qualified writers.
Photo Editor
The photo editor is responsible for filling photo requests for all of the section
editors and maintaining the photo office, photo closet and the darkroom. In
addition, he or she is obligated to build a staff of qualified photographers.
Layout & Design Coordinator (2)
The layout and design coordinator shall be responsible for designing and
physically laying out on the computer all publications of The Tiger according
to the style set by the managing editor and editor in chief.
Web Editor
The web editor shall be responsible for the setup and maintenance of The
Tiger's web page on the Internet which can be found at
http://tiger.clemson.edu.
For more information call 656-2158. No experience necessary. Come by Room 906 of the
Union to fill out an application and set up an interview time by December 3 to be eligible
to run. Interviews will be on December 5 from 2 to 6 p.m. Employment and training
begins January 17. If you are applying for an editorial position, please bring at least one
sample of your writing.
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South African identity crisis subject of discussion
► South Africans are learning to live in a new society of
multiple cultures.
MEG LAWRENCE

staff writer

When one thinks of South
Africa a number of thoughts could
come to mind. The apartheid
regime, the struggle to unite races
that have shared such a different
history or a country that has
recently enjoyed new democratic
freedom are all ways to describe
South Africa.
These topics and issues were discussed Tuesday evening at the
Strom Thurmond Institute. At an
event sponsored by the Human
Adventure Symposium, Melissa

Steyn, director of professional communications at the University of
Cape Town in South Africa spoke to
an attentive audience concerning
the identity changes South Africa is
currently undergoing.
"One of the most dramatic psychological adjustments being made
in the contemporary world is the
renegotiation of racial relations in
the new South Africa," said Steyn.
After Nelson Mandela took
office in 1994, he concentrated on
unifying the Republic of South
Africa. He wanted to build a future
based on the past; bringing the relationship between white and black
closer together by means of understanding history.
According to Steyn, Mandela's
notion of this new South Africa is
referred to as the "Rainbow Nation."

The idea came from the theory that
the color white absorbs all the colors in a rainbow, therefore being the
dominating color.
Steyn suggested that this
metaphor holds true for the country during the apartheid regime,
when "white South Africans dominated the country politically, economically and socially. In order for
the Rainbow Nation to succeed, the
white would have to make space for
everyone to co-exist," said Steyn.
Mandela was succeeded by
Thbo Mom Backy, the current president of the Republic, and the idea
of the Rainbow Nation was
replaced by another theory, "A
Renaissance." According to Steyn,.
"the Renaissance incorporates a
nation at work creating a better
future for all."

In order to strive for a new identity, South Africans must refer to
the past; a past, which Steyn said,
has been stolen from them by early
European colonists.
As Steyn explained, however,
"Backy's. theory tells us if we all, as
South Africans, reclaim our history
it will move us towards a better
future. It is important for one's self
image to understand and claim the
past."
During the apartheid regime,
such topics were never discussed in
government policies.
According to Steyn, Mandela's
notion of the Rainbow Nation and
Backy's idea of A Renaissance has
had great impact on the people in
South Africa. She explained that
people are now working together. In
fact, to some extent, people from dif-

ferent racial backgrounds are
attempting to work together socially.
"Young people are dating outside
their race. It is now common to see
young, South African, white women
dating black men," said Steyn.
She expresses that even though
people are learning to conduct relationships together, there is still a
sense of social distance.
Steyn's address concerning the
search for identity in a new society
intended to make the people to
whom she spoke think about the
strides our country has made in the
last century concerning racial tensions.
Hopefully, in years to come,
South Africans will pride themselves on their individual differences, instead of hindering themselves by the differences.
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Surf with two left feet and a personal computer
EMILY FORNWALT

staff writer

So you have two left feet, right?
You are one of those people who
would rather sit at home and play
with your computer than ever
show your face where people are
doing that strange thing called
dancing. You are certain that is not
what people call it when you try.
Bustamove.com, a recent addition
to the World Wide Web, just might

be the answer for you. This website,
launched on Sept. 15, hopes to get
people out dancing by teaching
them the moves over the Internet.
Bustamove.com got started
when Jeff Grossman and Kate
Moschandreas noticed how happy
people on a dance floor look. They
decided that since dance floors
seem to have the highest concentration of people laughing and smiling, that they needed to create a
company that could provide
affordable dance instruction. You
can access basic moves for free. The
more advanced moves cost only a
dollar per move, and once you pur-

chase a move it is yours forever. You
can always access it for a refresher
when your feet need an update.
How can you possibly learn to
dance from a computer? Even if you
could look at videos of real people
dancing, it would take ages to
download, especially if you still
have one of those less capable computers. Bustamove.com has come up
with a great way to get by this difficulty. Every beat is graphically pre-

sented on the page, including
instruction in how to stand and
how to hold your partner. Then,
each dance move has a video clip,
with the appropriate music, that
you can look at to see the step in
action. This is also presented in slow
motion and there are still shots of
every beat of the move. This still
sounds like it would take years to
get
onto
your
computer.
Fortunately, Bustamove.com has
one more trick up its sleeve. The
dancers who you see are real people.
They are David Weiss and Valentina
Kostenko, Ten-Dance U.S. finalists
in 1998 and winners of the

International Safire Ball Rising Star
Competition, who also have teaching experience. The video clips you
will see have had the background
removed, the edges of the dancers
defined, and the leader painted blue
and the follower red. The movement
is easy to follow because there are
fewer distractions. Download time
is significantly less because there
SEE

DANCE,
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World class
guitarist picks
outClemson

[WINDS OF CHANGE]

KELLY LEACH

staff writer

LOUNGING: Guster members Adam Gardner, Ryan Miller and Brian Rosenworcel play
solid acoustic music.

TALENTED TRIO
Boston-based band gaining nationwide recognition with new CD
ELLIOTT SOUTHARD

Time Out editor
Do you remember your freshman orientation? Even more, do you remember any of the people you met while
at orientation? And even more than that,
did you become friends with the people you
met at orientation, start a band with them,
put out a few independent CDs, sign with a
major record label and then, to top it all off,
play at Woodstock?
This scenario may seem far-fetched to
you, but ask the guys of Guster if this can
happen and they will give and emphatic
"Yes."
Adam Gardner, Brian Rosenworcel and
Ryan Miller were all freshman students at
Tufts University in Massachussets in 1991
when they met each other. Miller and

Gardner brought with them to college their
acoustic guitars, while Rosenworcel
brought along his bongo drums, and the
three began jamming together in their
dorm rooms. What began as three guys
having fun and making music in college
soon developed into much more, as the trio
began sharing its unique sound with the
public in the form of coffee house gigs and
other small clubs in the Boston area.
While the band had somewhat of a following after playing only the small clubs, it
was not until 1994 with the release of its
first album, Parachute, that Guster really
began recruiting fans. They began touring
farther and farther away from the Boston
area and continued to find that every place
they went, more and more Guster fans kept
popping up. With the success of the first
album still looming, the guys decided to

release their second album after their graduation from Tufts. Goldfly was another
solid album and produced "Airport Song"
which became a hit on college radio stations across the country.
Slowly but surely, Guster was creating a
following that eventually landed them a
major label record deal with Sire Records
and that is when things really began to
soar for Guster.
Released earlier this fall was Lost and
Gone Forever, the band's first major label
release and without a doubt the group's
best effort yet. It has received much acclaim
from critics everywhere and was one of the
factors that helped Guster land a spot at
Woodstock '99 this past summer.
Guitarist and vocalist Gardner and I
were able to get together the other day and
SEE BAND, PAGE 6

Bill Mize knows how it feels to be
handpicked. As winner of the national
Fingerstyle Guitar Competition in
Winfield, Kan., and a contributing artist
to such comprehensive music selections
as the Windham Hill Guitar Sampler
and the 1997 Grammy-winning recording "Stellaluna," the Kentucky native has
secured his position as perhaps one of
the top fingerstyle guitar artists in the
country. Mize's rhythmic roots can be
traced back to age seven after listening
to childhood idol Elvis Presley.
"I was totally blown away by the
power of the music," Mize remembers. "I
immediately went out and bought a guitar for $5 - an unplayable piece of junk!"
Though his first guitar proved useless
in fueling his ability to play, it did serve
as a tool to further animate his passion
for music. On his next guitar he taught
himself to play with the zeal he felt for
the music. Additionally, he would take a
bus into Knoxville every Saturday in
order to take lessons. As Mize matured,
so did his taste in classic guitar favorites
to such artists as Led Zeppelin and John
Fogerty. When America experienced the
disco movement though, Mize found
himself captivated with the old classics
and took up the acoustic guitar. With the
inspiration of a fingerstyle acoustic
record from the Tacoma-label that was
brought to his attention by a friend, Mize
found his calling. "At that point, I was
using just my thumb and first two fingers. I got intrigued by the concept of
accompanying myself—playing a
melody while keeping a bass line and
rhythmic figure running," Mize reflects.
Since attending college did not suit
Mize, he was forced to work in his
father's lumber yard to make ends meet.
During this time, he performed regularly in local bands, yet still wasn't able to
find the ground on which he could find
sanctuary and release.
"I just felt like I was selling out playing in groups," says Mize.
In 1985, he competed in the Walnut
Valley Festival National Fingerstyle
Competition and walked away with first
prize. A meeting there led Mize to
California to talk about the possibility of
a recording contract.
"I didn't have a notion of playing
music full-time," Mize comments. "It
seemed unreasonable, like some farSEE
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Not servingyou
For the most part "OPEN 24hrs" signs
mean just that. Merchants place the
"OPEN 24hrs" signs in their windows
to assure customers that they will receive
the same service anytime that they would
receive during normal business hours. In
Clemson, however, these signs have lost
most of their meaning. I realize that I
entered one of the two grocery stores in the
Clemson area around 1 a.m. to. shop, but I
still expected with a neon "OPEN 24 HRS"
sign flashing that I would be able to purchase the $320 worth of groceries without
any hassle. My ideal shopping experience
quickly vanished into a nightmare.
After collecting all my items, I proceeded to check out. This is where the fun
began. As I looked around for a lane to
unload my groceries, I noticed that all the
lane lights had been turned off. To my dismay I was informed that my biggest shopping fear had come true. I would have to

check out myself, all $320 worth. Well, as I
am sure you are aware, the self-check out
lane depends on the customer scanning
the item and then placing it on the scale
for the computer to recognize the barcode
and the weight of the item in order to proceed with the sale. Realistically, this would
have taken me hours and numerous times
running my credit card through the
machine before I would have completed
this transaction. I was in need of some serious assistance. I proceeded to go to the
office and ask if they would open a lane for
me. I was told that it would be a few minutes but they would have someone around
to assist me shortly. This waiting period
was more than acceptable, however, when
the minutes turned into hours, I began to
get a little upset. I mean come on, the eggs
had hatched, the milk had curdled, I was
standing in a puddle of coffee ice cream
and all the meat products in my cart had

began a constant verbal assault on my
grown legs and walked away.
I was really starting to wonder if half of decision.
I guess this was just the icing on the
my groceries had not already gone bad.
And just as I was getting ready to walk out spoiled cake. Needless to say this was the
worst shopping expethe door a lane light,
rience of my life.
like a beckon in the
The moral of this
night, went on.
story
is that false
Wheeling my cart
Todd Allen
advertisement and
around I made a beestaff writer
technology does not
line for the check out
compare to honesty
lane praying that my
and personal interacnight from hell was
tion. Merchants, if you
over. It was now 4
put an "OPEN 24hrs"
in the morning and
my original hour long shopping excursion sign in your window, honor the agreement
you have made with all your customers.
had turned into a three hour ordeal. I was
tired, irritable and the thought of having to Remember the customer is always right,
otherwise he might go elsewhere.
put all the groceries away taunted me like
an opposing fan on gameday. And as if I
Todd Allen is a graduate student majoring
needed a commentary on my poor choice
in business. Email comments to timeof shopping times and the two hours of
out@tiger.clemson.edu.
waiting had not been enough, the cashier

Pickles and Sprockets poetry
Autumn hues let themselves goAnd a breeze
ushers them
Down, down, down
The raw crude earth opens its
arms
And lets the sowing of seed
commence
Once the root imbeds
The essence departs
Into dirt and back into tree
Life flows its' changing cycles
What once was here is now
there
But time knows nothing about
memory and hope
Water represents a tranquil

breath
The faint breeze that saturates
creativity
Trickling down, down to the
moistened floor
Damp and flavorless
That clearness that has no
taste
Fosters life
Lets the sun bounce light
Off of ripples

Building, drinking, and
breathing
They root and expand silent
power
Freckled stock fills the moun
tains
A single bluff of
snow sits alone
Isolated but content
Elevation shocks
perception

Announce the fresh sapling
Arises through the brush
Pronounce a hard timber
Unfold and swell

A hush of coldness
Descends over all
As blankets of white
Snuggle the earth

Patience and Camouflage
Help the small grow strong

Equinox exist
Clouds cling

Leaves rustle
Ambient light encompass the
stomping ground
It is night that gives birth to
the dawn
Greg Johnsman
Scott Mills

staff writers
A play of opposites
The circular motions that
Bring sleep and wake
Blackness holds a vision

Filled with figments of imagination
Woolgathering, fantasy
And a pie in the sky
A womb for dreams
And slumbering honesty
That gaze out
From a veil of timelessness'
History materializes
Time is silent
Memory stretches
All experience pursue
The Great Unknown
Scott Ms isaseniormapringin psychology
(keg Johnsman is ajuniormapring in pyub
tryscience Emailcomments to
timeout^geAmsonedu
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Monday. December 6th

Monday. November 15th

Monday. November 22nd

Monday. November 29th

• Nitro/Raw Wrestling in
Edgar's at 8pm.
• Monday Night Football in
Edgar's at kick off time.
• Community CPR in 807
Union at 5pm-9pm.

• Nitro/Raw Wrestling in
Edgar's at 8pm.
• Monday Night Football in
Edgar's at kick off time.
• Community CPR in 807
Union at 5pm-9pm.

• Nitro/Raw Wrestling in
• Nitro/Raw Wrestling in
Edgar's at 8pm.
Edgar's at 8pm.
• Monday Night Football in * • Monday Night Football in
Edgar's at kick off time.
Edgar's at kick off time.

Tuesday. November 16th
• Dart Tourney in Edgar's at
8pm.
• Community CPR in 807
Union from 5pm-9pm.

Wednesday. November 17th
• Open Mic Night in Edgar's
at 8pm.
• College Bowl in Edgar's from
5pm-8pm.

Tuesday. November 23rd
• Dart Tourney in Edgar's at
8pm.
• Community CPR in 807
Union from 5pm-9pm.
• Free NET Movie, "The
Green Mile" starring Tom
Hanks in Tillman at 8:30pm.
Wednesday. November24th
• Thanksgiving Holiday

Thursday. November 18th

Thursday. November 25th

• Trivia Night with cash prizes.
• Karaoke in Edgar's at 8pm.
• Massage 2 in 807 Union from
5:30pm-7:30pm.

• Thanksgiving Holiday
Friday. November 26th
• Thanksgiving Holiday

Tuesday. November 30th
• Dart Tourney in Edgar's at
8pm.
• JFK & Martin Luther King
Speaker, Bob Harris in
Thurmond Auditorium. Time
will be announced.
• Program on Native Americans
as mascots for sports organiza
tions, tided "IN WHOSE
HONOR" in the Y-Theater at 7pm

Tuesday. December 7th
• Dart Tourney in Edgar's at
8pm.

Wednesday. December 8th
• Open Mic Night in Edgar's
at 8pm.

Wednesday. December 1st
• Open Mic Night in Edgar's
at 8pm.
• College Bowl Scrimmage in
Edgar's at 5pm.
• Envasons in Tillman at 8pm.

Thursday. December 9th
• Karaoke in Edgar's at 8pm.

Thursday. December 2nd*
• Karaoke in Edgar's at 8pm.

For more information contact the Information Desk at (864) 656-HELP or (864) 656-UPAC
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The Bone Collectorjusi
the crime scene. In a quick dream
sequence, the movie shows the
crippling tragedy which struck
The Bone Collector is a solid Rhyme while he was investigating
movie, which is based on the novel a crime scene. Now, Rhyme is parby Jeffery Deavers. The "who done alyzed from the neck down. He
it?" theme is not overdone. The can move two fingers, though.
movie approaches each murder Rhyme has at his disposal an array
slowly, building both suspense of modern technology, including a
and emotional attachment. The computer, a scanner, an extra large
movie contrasts Lincoln Rhyme's monitor and adjustable bed. His
(Denzel Washington) genius paralysis and this technology are
forensic talents and his physical very accurately portrayed. Rhyme
paralysis, a condition which is does, of course, have a live-in
both the result and burden of nurse, Thelma (Queen Latifah).
these talents. Rhyme's prodigy, Thelma is witty, endearing and
m e I i a
very adept at
D o n a ghy
keeping
BONE COLLECTOR
(Angelina
Rhyme alive
Jolie, Pushing
throughout
Tin), possessI Company: Universal Studios
his
various
es a similar
I Rated: R
attacks
"natural gift"
(seizures).
Review: •*# _£# #*#
for forensics.
These attacks
The murfrighten
ders, as already stated, are devel- Rhyme because he believes that
oped slowly and effectively. The any of them could leave him a
movie opens with the taxi ride and "vegetable." At the beginning of
abduction of a rich couple. The the movie, he convinces his doctor
wife notices that they are in the friend to assist him with his "final
middle of nowhere and wakes her transition" in about a week. The
husband. They scream at the dri- movie does not imply that Rhyme
ver, who does not respond. When doesn't have a reason for living, but
the husband tries to open his door, rather that he has so many. Rhyme
he'discovers it is locked. He tries to simply does not want to be left in a
unlock it and cuts his fingers state more hopeless than his prebecause the lock has been replaced sent one, in which not only his
by a sharp spike. The actual mur- body but his mind is paralyzed. In
ders are not shown, but the a quick turn of events, Rhyme
implied aspects of these murders once again finds himself in the
are the most disturbing. This is the world of forensics. He, Donaghy
case throughout the movie.
and a team of forensic cops are
Rhyme is a ex-NYPD detective, desperately trying to save the vicwho specialized in forensics and tims of an intelligent and vicious
solving crimes with an almost murderer. Rhyme's old friend,
unbelievable ease. He possessed Paulie (Ed O'Neill), directs the
and still possesses an overwhelm- team and supports Donaghy, who
ing need to preserve
and analyze is constantly belittled by the
r
__ ^,- - —
cuu u oy tne
SUZANNE JAMIR

staff writer
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SERIOUS BUSINESS: AngehneJolie, seen here on the left in Pushing Tin, stars opposite of Denzel Washington
in the new suspense thriller Bone Collector.
ft
j
police captain, Howard Cheney
(Michael Rooker). Paulie quickly
and humorously explains Rhyme's
unsubstantiated genius by saying,
"He was born brilliant. It happens."
Some of the movie's potential
flaws are remedied by such sharp
and funny lines. Rhyme's professional praise of Donaghy, his
prodigy and vehicle, seems rather
quick and forced. At one point,
Rhyme says, "For what it's worth, I
think you're terrific, Amelia."
Lines like this can ruin a movie.
Still, the developing romance
between
oetween Rhyme
Khyme and Donaghy,

possessing the potential to become
predictable and cheesy, is actually
a very subtle, minor and well done
aspect of the plot. For example, as
Donaghy strokes Rhyme's hand,
possibly falling for him, Rhyme
opens his eyes and says, "There are
laws against seducing the handicapped."
For the most part, Washington
and Jolie deliver good acting and
dialogue. It is the ending that
almost ruins the entire movie. The
killer's identity, motives and methods are extremely inconsistent. It
would take someone much more
brilliant than Rhyme to correctly

predict who the killer is. The final
confrontation between Rhyme
and the killer, however, is both predictable and implausible. The
adaptation of the novel, done by
Jeremy Iacone, leaves out crucial
details that would substantiate the
ending. In addition, the supporting
actors are underutilized to the
point that I believe some of them
were introduced for the sole benefit of the moviegoer's suspect list.
Despite all this, director Phillip
Noyce (Clear and Present Danger)
does a masterful job of making
The Bone Collector suspenseful
r
and captivating.
captivating
and

The Bachelor charms audience, and eventually a bride
Smprn
11
SCARCELLI
staff writer

SARAH
SARAH

If you could have 100 million
dollars, and all you had to do was
get married, would you do it? What
if you had to stay married for 10
years? What if you could not
marry the woman of your dreams?
This is the dilemma of Jimmie
Shannon III (Chris O'Donnell), who
finds himself the heir apparent to
his grandfather's estate, but he must
locate a bride in two days or give up
the entire inheritance.
What follows is a delightful
romp around town of Jimmie
tracking down his old girlfriends
with a preacher in tow Eventually,
other moral issues come to light

For example,
example. Jimmie
limmie is nor
ir
not dnma
doing it
just for the money. Rather, an evil
corporation will take over his company and fire 200 employees if he
does not comply with his old-fashioned
grandfather's
wishes.
Furthermore, Jimmie must reconcile himself to be married well
before he is ready.
While the film follows the typical Hollywood boy-gets-girl story
line, it has many redeeming qualities. The film opens with Ally
McBeal-esque zany imagery and
analogies. The filmmakers continue their homage to Ally by playing
Barry White in the background
(did I mention I love the soundtrack
to this movie?) when Jimmie is trying to romance these women
°
-..—..
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™<.f members,
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two locA
lead cast
enjoyable is Peter Ustinov's
portrayO'Donnell and Renee Zwellenger al of James Shannon, who delivers
are effective in the roles that they orders through a blowhorn and
play
best:
refers to marbumbling yet
riage as "the
charming
THE BACHELOR
human condipretty boy
tion."
(think Circle
However, I
■
Company:
New
Line
Cinema
of Friends)
would have to
■
Rated:
PG-13
wooing hard
say that writer
■ Review: «£##f#«f#
to get dream
Steve
Cohen
girl (a la ferry
gets the most
Magui re).
credit for this
However, they are almost overshad- film. While the film idea was not
owed by their support cast: all of original, but rather a modern verthe jilted girlfriends including a sion of Buster Keaton's Seven
very nasty Brooke Shields and the Chances, he can take credit for the
men who stand to loose their posi- film's snappy monologues. Indeed,
tions in the company if the will's it is his campy style of writing that
terms
are not met. Perhaps
^^m,^
remaps most
most makes
maKes this
tms movie more than just a
TY,P
The

. , ...
typical "date" movie (guys: if she
insists on going to see a romance,
take her to this one!). It even has
obscure references like Shirley
Jackson's The Lottery (a story about
a town where a name is drawn and
the loser is stoned to death as a
human sacrifice), so obviously this
guy knows his stuff. And while the
film begins to lose a little steam
toward the end, it still has plenty of
suprises to keep you watching. In
other words, this movie is entertaining, not only in a lets-go-see-amovie-and-be-entertained-fortwo-hours sorta way, it is also entertaining in a wow!-I-never-wouldhave-expected-this-kind-of-quality-albeit-wacky-comedy-to-comeout-oi-a-date-movie sorta
sorta way.
way.
out-of-a-date-movie

Thelnsideris a compelling film despite length and loose facts

others
others to
to know
know This,
This, in
in turn,
turn,
perks up headline-hungry CBS
producer Lowell Bergman,
Nobody likes a tattletale, who encourages Wigand to
especially if it is you they have reveal his inside information to
the scoop on. And conversely, Mike Wallace and millions of
nobody likes to be the tattle- 60 Minutes viewers.
tale. It seems like both parties
The facts of The Insider are
end up losing in cases like not totally dependable, and
these, which is exactly the this is clearly stated in the closconflict The Insider attempts ing credits (as well as by a few
to understand.
angered representatives of the
T h
film's viltattletale
lains). But
THE
INSIDER
in
the
it is not
spotlight
. necessarihere is Dr.
■ Company: Touchstone Picture ly the true
Jeffrey
■ Rated: R
story or
Wigand,
■ Review: cfSr _? •£# •£#
even the
an intellientire
gent man
whistleof science who was just recent- blower conflict that makes the
ly fired from his research job at film so fascinating. I found it to
the tobacco giant Brown & be a better investigation of
Williamson. The reason for his personal righteousness and
layoff is sketchy, because he corporate manipulation rather
was forced to sign a confiden- than a probe into the wrongtiality agreement to continue a doings of tobacco companies.
severance benefit package
And I think that is what
(which he badly needs). In writer/director Michael Mann
other words, he knows some- is more concerned about, too.
\ thing that B&W does not want Sure, all the names remain the
KEVIN
KEVIN CHALK
CHALK

senior staff writer

same and all the arguments
and events seem to be in place,
but it is more the treatment of
the whole situation that interests him more. Mann's typical
blend of taut, deliberate direction and a well-managed
script is here, as expected. And
although the film runs just
under three hours and gets off
to a slow start, The Insider is
still just as compelling as any
of his other works (including
Heat and Last of the Mohicans).
The wonderful cast just
adds fuel to the fire, with a perfect Al Pacino as Bergman and
an equally impressive Russell
Crowe as the confused
Wigand. Also notable is
Christopher Plummer's pretty
good Wallace impersonation,
which comes complete with
those eyebrows. They all do a
stunning job with characters
that are stuck in dilemmas
with their own ethical standards ... well, besides Wallace,
who is satisfied with abandoning his slick interview to save
face. Bergman never wants to
leave his subjects "out to dry"

and Wigand
Wigand must
must choose"
rhoosp
and
between his family's well
being and the public's right to
know.
In the end, it all comes
down to a matter of telling the
truth. You have heard it
before—sometimes the truth
hurts. In The Insider, it hurts
ordinary people faced with
insurmountable forces. It hurts
newsmen, ripped between a
friend and a mass audience,
who must decide just what is
truthful and valid. It also hurts
businessmen, whose reputation and success is on the line
if that truth ever gets out.
Jeffrey Wigand was, after
all, only a tattletale. He made
people mad, including his own
family, and he was even mad at
himself most of the time. But
he did the right thing, and The
Insider appreciates
that.
Watching Wigand's life unravel hardly makes up for his
inner righteousness, but it is
later apparent that he is settled
inside. As for that kid who told
on me in the fifth grade ... I
HIDDEN INFO: Al Pacino stars in the director of'The
guess I understand now.
Last of the Mohicans latestfilm.
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fetched dream."
Though nothing big came of his
engagement in California, Mize
eventually did release his first
album, Sugarlands, on his own label,
Moon Pie in the Sky Records. As
word spread about Mize, he gained
recognition for his polished sound
and engaging melodies. A second
album Tender Explorations was
soon to follow and was highly

DANCE
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are no unnecessary details. Right
now the dances that are available at
Bustamove.com are the salsa, East
Coast swing, West Coast swing and
wedding basics. Coming soon to
the site is the lindy hop. If these
words might as well be another
language to you, here is the information on what exactly it is you
would be learning should you
choose to try one of these dances.
The salsa is a street version of the
mamba characterized by pronounced hip movements and a
more intimate dance position. East
Coast swing is what you have all
seen in the Gap ads. It is done to a
six beat count, and partners typically mirror each others movements.
West Coast swing is slower and
uses six to eight counts, which are

regarded by the music industry with
its tempo that was stuffed with
quick plucking and classical overtones. In 1996, Mize took a break
from his normal work to produce
"Stellaluna," an adaptation of the
popular children's book, which later
earned him a Grammy for Best
Children's Recording. His most
recent release is his album Coastiri,
which Mize describes as his most
"nostalgic" work and includes cellos
and organs to add to the overall
melody. Like many other masters
filled with flashy moves like spins
and improvisations. The wedding
basics include the waltz and foxtrot. The lindy hop is another type
of swing dancing. A preview clip is
presently available.
Once your tutorial is finished
and you have practiced your new
moves in front of your closet mirror
enough to face the dance floor,
Bustamove.com still does not leave
you hanging. They are working to
put together a listing of events near
you, and right now you can register
to meet other dance partners in
your area who would be willing to
dance the night away. As this project grows bigger, so will the database and hopefully the number of
people being made happy by the
simple act of dancing.
There is even advice on what
never to do on the dance floor. So
check out this fun site, put on your
dancin' shoes, and head out this
weekend with a little swing.

Think about it!
What you reaily want in a graduate studies

NOVEMBER

who have conquered the art of fingerstyle, Mize has found comfort
with the tight grooves and moving
melodies of soul music and R&B,
which he credits for the creation of
his latest release, Coastin'. Following
in the master footsteps of artists like
John Fahey and Leo Kottke, Mize has
established the fact that he, too, is finger licking good. Though the

acoustic path he has chosen to take
has been a little on the rough side,
Mize chooses to look optimistically
into the future that lies bright before
his eyes.
"To me, making gains hasn't been
a matter of practicing, its been a matter of applying to the guitar what has
inspired me. I guess that process is
also called the muse," he said. Mize

will be bringing his talents to the
Brooks Center on Nov 18 at 8:15 p.m.
in room 117.
The event is sure to spark a fuse in
Clemson's musical society but
promises to entertain all crowds. So,
instead of sitting around and being a
nose picker, go and experience the
music industry's brightest young
finger-picker.
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Spacjke.ffi Dirvrver & Silent ^Auction
BenepifiKvg Ronald ]\\<zDov\a\c\ House.

When:
Where:
Time:
Price:

Thursday, November 18th
Clemson Armory
6:00pm to 9:00pm .
$5 (Tiger Stripe Accepted)

experience is an excellent education in a great town.
In feet, now is the time you need to be applying for
fall admission to the University of Charleston, S.C.

"Ticket sales at \\)\v\v\-T)\yL\e.; Fe^now Street,
"Ho^seskoe, and ~Ci\e. lAn\on L_oggia

Our affordable tuition.. .inviting surroundings...
friendly people...exceptional programs and professors,
all combine to create an atmosphere of learning and
personal growth.

Graduate Programs include:
• Accountancy
• Marine Biology
* Bilingual Legal Interpreting • Mathematics
■ Early Childhood Education * Public Administration
• Elementary Education
* English

Delta Gamma's
th
17 Annual

• Science & Math Education
for Teachers

• Environmental Studies

• Special Education

• History

I University of

The University of
Charleston, S.C. is

South Carolina
The Graduate School at the College of Charleston

the graduate school
of the College of
Charleston.

To view a
catalog call,
write, or visit
our web site.

The Graduate School Office
Suite 31 O.Randolph Hall
University of Charleston, S.C.
Charleston, SC 29424
(843)953-5614
http://univchas.cofc.edu

Splashing Into the Millenium!
To Benefit Service for Sight
Sunday November 14, 1999
7: 00 p.m. Fike Recreation Center
Admission: $3 at the door
*Advance purchase may be made in the loggia between 1 lam and 3pm on November 10'1" to the 12th.
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Music Reviews

Rob Zombie
American Made
Music To Strip By
Ceffen Records Inc.

•*

#•# •*# #*#

What ever happened to the
peace and love? Rob Zombie is
proving that happiness is overrated.
Pushing, shoving and biting is
what it takes to get on top these
days. Zombie is an artist that has
climbed to the top of the musical
charts, while still remaining in the
gutter of humanity's mind.
However, Zombie may have
gone too far this time though. We
all know the old saying if it ain't
broke
Don't fix it. Well it seems to me
that most of the songs on
American Made Music To Strip By
were better when left strippeddown. Phe tracks didn't need the
revamped electrical dance beat to
make them work, but who can
blame an artist for trying to cash
in twice for the same songs?
After all, aren't pride and greed
the two original sins anyway?
Well, if you are a die-hard
Zombie fan and you can get past
the obvious marketing ploy the
marriage of Zombie's asphalt
voice, crunching guitars and
metallic tendencies with dance
club beats does give an unexpect-
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ed agility to the otherwise pulsing
demonic sound. I guess there will
be dancing in Hell after all. Most
of the re-mixed songs found on
American Made Music To Strip
By came off of last year's hit CD
Hellbilly Deluxe.
• Hopefully, this album is not a
desperate cry for help from a musician who has no more material left
in him. Zombie, I implore you to
search down deep into that cold
heart of yours and manufacture
some more disturbing hits. Phe
children of the '80s had Alice
Cooper, and the millennium's children need you. Oh, who am I kidding, we still have Marilyn
Manson, right?
—Todd Allen

frankly lack any flavor or punch
to get their message across. Phe
only exception to these cheesepop lyrics is track three, "My Back
Pages," which was written by Bob
Dylan. The Spinatras seem to
screw this opportunity up too, by
rushing through the lyrics in order
to kill it with the music.
Track six, "Comfort Zone,"
shows the musical potential the
Spinatras have with some great
guitar rifts. Also, track four, "My
World," is on the verge of being a
pop hit with its sound being reminiscent of a softer Green Day track.
However, even when the band is
rocking at full throttle, they still
seem to be stuck in second gear.
The monotonous sound of all 13
tracks makes the listener's head
swim. Placing this CD in your
stereo is a giant waste of time. Wait
for the Spinatras to at least release
another two CDs before you buy
any, because practice is what these
guys need.
@MIDNIGHT.COM is a conglomerate of musicians who by
themselves are secure in their
musical abilities but when placed
together as a group have not gelled
yet. The Spinatras are musicians,
but have yet to become song
craftsmen.

The Spinatras
©MIDNIGHT.COM

-Todd Allen

BMG

••
When a band takes a monocure
like the Spinatras, playing off the
musical giant Frank Sinatra's
name you expect them to be
smooth, polished and refined. This
is not the case with this CD.
©MIDNIGHT.COM is a hard, pulsing adolescent beat that has the
potential to be honed into a
mature sound but definitely has a
long way to go.
The band relies on rapid beats
and bubble gum pop lyrics, which

Widespread Panic
Till The Medicine Takes
Capricorn

»$«$
So I figure this would be the
best time to sit down and explain

to you my feelings concerning this
here new Widespread Panic CD.
Basically, I have never even listened to Panic for more than a song
or two. I always thought of them as
basic jammers and could not really find the attraction that many of
my friends saw so easily. Then I
went to the Tom Petty concert at
the BI-LO Center and managed to
swing my brain into such a place
that was perfect for my first Panic
CD listening experience, and
believe it or not, hangover included, I found myself up and dancing
barefoot in the hallway. Those of
you who know me are getting the
ironic mental image of which I
was working.
The sweet blend from song to
song and the extended musical
jams within each track made it a
listening pleasure. Even being an
Allman Brothers fan and firm
believer in the concept of variety,
Panic pleased on all levels.
Lyrically speaking each track tells
its own tale and does not count on
constant repetition to suck its listener in. Creative playing styles
and music that is just plain fun is
the base that takes Panic to the top
of my list. Till the Medicine Takes
throws more at its listener then a
high school bully in a food fight.
There are horns and a little bit of
slight blue grass pickin' that helps
pull each track from beginning to
end with such ease that it is almost
like a good dream or a root beer
float that gives you a warm tickle.
I felt a weird thing that I do not
often feel at the end of an album, I
was sad and upset that it had to
end. Panic will take you around in
circles and on a trip that is one you
should take whenever possible. I
just want to say to Panic, that you
guys did it. You have made me a
believer during this dark
Backstreet Boys/N'Sync time that
there is still a group out there _
crankin' out instant classics.
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Join us Thursday,
November 18th in
the Loggia for the

There will be
games, prizes and
information that
might help you
quit!
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TLC hits the BI-LO center with style and fun
KATIE SMOAK

staff writer
The female trio TLC stopped off at
Greenville's BI-LO Center on Nov. 2 to promote its FanMail tour. The members of the
group, T-Boz, Chili and Left-Eye who have
been absent from the music scene for over
five years, released their third album earlier
this year, FanMail, and it has rejuvenated
their image as musicians.
The album, which has already gone multiplatinum, includes hits such as "No
Scrubs" and "Unpretty." The single, "No
Scrubs" already hit the top of the charts and
even won MTV's Best Group Video, while
"Unpretty" is steadily climbing.
The tour is the first time they have been
the headliners for a concert and there
seemed to be much anticipation of the outcome, Opening acts were to include the
groups Ideal and Destiny's Child and the
duo K-Ci and Jo-Jo, who were to attract a
large amount of the ticket holders. Fans
were disappointed to learn, however, that
they would not be appearing. The pair not
only cancelled their appearance in
Greenville, but also pulled out of the tour

BAND

FROM PAGE
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discuss the rise of the band's popularity, its new CD and one performance at Woodstock.
Gardner believes that one of the
reasons that the band has received
so much fame as of late is because
it is so different from a lot of the
other bands out there. Guster is a
simple band (two guitars, two
vocalists and a percussionist) yet
their sound is intricately unique
and multi-layered.
The music is surprisingly soft
and gentle, yet powerful and
telling at the same time. Vocalists
Gardner and Miller produce harmonies that transport the listener
into a state of euphoria.
While the band's first two
albums were solid musically, there
is no doubt that Lost and Gone
Forever is the best by far.
Gardner said that with this
album, "We were able to capture
exactly what we were going for.
With the previous two albums, we
didn't quite do with them all that
we wanted to. However with this
one, we were able to work with a
larger budget and achieve the initial focus of the album."
Some may say that playing with
a smaller musical package, as
Guster does, that they might be
lacking and lose creativity over
time. Gardner disagrees.
"We are forced to be more creative because we have more space
to fill because of fewer instruments. However, we feel that we are

CLASSIC
PHOTOGRAPHY,INC
Has positions
available for
Photographers. Must
have own
transportation and
outgoing personality.
Job is perfect for
individuals looking
for supplemental
income without
extensive time input.
Serious inquiries
only.
Call Corey @
885-0036 for an
appointment.

altogether. Entire refunds were given out to
many of the people who were planning to
attend, because of the late notice. Although
the cancellation dampened a few fans'
moods, most were still expecting the rest of
the acts to hold their own.
After a short performance by Ideal,
Destiny's Child came onstage. They performed their hit song, "Bills, Bills, Bills," but
the other songs seemed less familiar to the
audience at large. Perhaps the audience was
just ready to see the main act perform and
after a short intermission, TLC was introduced. The stage design was elaborate, featuring an oval screen that simulated the
girls as robotic images. The technological
advances seemed appropriate with the
image they were trying to portray. Dressed
in metallic silver outfits, the trio began performing some of its newest songs to get the
crowd pumped up. After a quick costume
change, the girls sang some of their first hits
such as "Ain't 2 Proud to Beg," "Baby, Baby,
Baby," and "What About Your Friends?" and
the songs seemed to carry TLC back in time
to when they first began to become known.
They also performed their most popular

able to take advantage of that
space and do things with the
music that Other bands don't
always have the opportunity to," he
said.
When asked about what it was
like playing at Woodstock,
Gardner commented that it was an
awesome experience. They went
out on the stage not knowing what

hits
from
their - second
album,
CrazySexyCool. This album which seemed
to include more sensual and controversial
songs brought the group even more success,
especially appealing to the female gender.
Songs like "Creep," "Waterfall," and "Red
Light Special" were performed and, while
the women gyrated all over the stage
expressing their sexuality, hundreds of children sat and cheered them on. The group
redeemed itself after learning how many
audience members were kids and even
brought some of them up on the stage for its
rendition of "Unpretty."
Throughout the concert, T-Boz, Chili and
Left-Eye danced to every song along with
other backup dancers for an astounding two
hour performance. Each set was choreographed and the results were impressive
and well liked by the fans. Each member of
the trio also performed a solo act that gave
her an individual chance to show her audience her abilities. However, even when they
were singing together there appeared to be
tension among members of the group. The
subject matter had risen after rumors were
reported that group members T-Boz and

to expect, but actually found that
they had quite an audience there.
"We figured we would get put in
front of a bunch of people that
hadn't heard of us, but when we
got out there we saw that there
were quite a few Guster fans
singing along with us. It was truly
amazing."
Guster was also forutnate to be

I
ID

Chili were upset with Left-Eye for her lack
of dedication to the group. On stage Chili
and T-Boz appeared to stay in close contact,
while Left-Eye stayed on the other end.
Although this was not the best of concerts, it was an enjoyable experience in
many ways. The performers provided ample
entertainment with their music and included audience participation in many of their
sets. They also looked well prepared, and it
looked like they had been practicing for
months instead of just weeks. (The pre-show
promotion of the tour began only weeks
ago.) Even these energized and talented
musicians might not be able to save their
tour, though. Without one of their biggest
opening acts, TLC appears to be in trouble.
The BI-LO Center alone was barely "able to
sell 50 percent of the tickets. One thing that
could increase the group's ticket sales and
their image is to continue producing hit
songs. It is known that they are definitely
capable of this, since they have been producing stellar hits for over seven years. They
have established themselves as a group that
does not give up and has the ability to stick
around.

featured on the two disc set
Woodstock '99, with the other featured acts of the festival.
Guster is simply a group of
guys who truly enjoy what they
do: making good music. They are
able to let down the perverbial
rock and roll ego wall and really
get into their passion If you are
looking for something new and

unique, give these guys from
Boston a shot. They are great
friends with Jump, Little Children
and have a sound comparable to
theirs. The fans love them. The
critics love them. And if you give
them a listen, you will love them
too. You can pick up their new
album, Lost and Gone Forever at
Manifest.

THE HONOR SOCIETY
OF

PHI KAPPA PHI
WELCOMES OUR NEWEST MEMBERS
Jason Anderson
Alan Scott Brannon
Kelly Broadwater
Robert Burdine
Andrea Cavedo
Len Clamp
Nicole Constantine
Danielle Sharease Cooper
Amy Copeland
Jennifer Cox
Sharon Davis
Marianne Duhaterova
Jill Edmunds
Angela Engesser
Ashley Farr
Cara Ferguson
Brent Fleming
Beth Gadke
Megan Gadke
Shely Gaskins
Miranda Gatlin
Keith Gray
Kimberly Harmon
Roy Guy Haupfear
Kelly Howell
Elaine Huff-Lowe
William Jacobs
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Chris Kastler
Erin McRedmond
Sonia Mehta
Matthew Miller
Melanie Muldrow
Lindsay Murdoch
Zachiriah Riddley
Daniel Riethmiller
Kinsley Roper
Kathy Sanders
Londe Sanders
Katherine Sanvidge
Paul Shealy
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A n drew S m i t h
Elliott Southard
Gloria Tate
William Teague
Matthew Thomas
Silvia Travis
Kevin Vassey
Barbara Wilson
Eugenia Wooten
James Wyche
Allison Yoder
Kristen Young
Sally Zeigler
Mark Zirkle

Phi Kappa Phi is the oldesi t and largest collegiate honor society that inducts
persons from all academic fields. Juniors who are inducted must be in the
top 5% of their class and seniors who are inducted are in the top 10% of
their class. Clemson's chapter was founded in 1938.
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What's
FRIDAY, NOV. 12
• Foreigner at the
Greenville Little Theater.
8 p.m.
• Seven Nations at
the Handlebar. 9 p.m.
• Snap Robinson at
Edgar's. 10 p.m.
• Chronic at
Backstreets. 11 p.m.
SATURDAY, NOV. 13
• Foreigner at the
Greenville Little Theater.
8 p.m.
• Stereolab and
Dymaxion at the 40 Watt
in Athens. 10 p.m.
SUNDAY, NOV. 14
• Foreigner at the

Greenville Little Theater.
3 p.m.
• Southern Accents in
the Loggia. 2:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 17
• Keith and Howie at
Tiger Town Tavern. 10
p.m.
• Open Mic Night at
Edgar's. 10 p.m.
• Tony Poole at the
Esso Club. 10 p.m.
THURSDAY, NOV. 18
• Maura O'Connell at
the Handlebar. 8:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOV. 21
• Weird Al Yankovic
at the Peace Center.
7:30 p.m.
MONDAY, NOV. 22
• The Green Mile at
Tillman Auditorium. 8:30
p.m.
SATURDAY, NOV. 27
• Selma Raid at
Legends in Greenwood.
11 p.m.
FRIDAY, DEC. 10

FRIDAY, NOV. 19
• Selma Raid at
Mardis Gras in Hilton

• Selma Raid at Billy
G's in Columbia. 10 p.m.
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MOOGY: French band Stereolab will be playing in Athens tomorrow.
the Brackett atrium.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
Jelly beans are the food of the
future! They have to be! How else
could you get the delectable taste
of a tub of buttered popcorn into
one tiny gelatinous morsel?
People from the future have sent
this food to us as a gift, as well as a
sign of the jelly revolution to
come. Prepare yourselves, oh people of the 21st century! Your primitive "steaks" and "potatoes" will
soon become outdated and obsolete. Now is the time to renounce
your dependency on silly food
such as this before it is too late!
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec 21)
Dude! Have you heard about
this thing on "the Internet" where
you can put random stuff up for
auction? You can TOTALLY sell
anything you want! For real, man,
the other day I sold one of my old
left shoes. Somebody paid 50 friggin bucks for it because I said that
it was used to help kick down the
Berlin Wall. How awesome is that!
The only bummer is that you're
not allowed to sell body parts,
which is unfortunate cause I got
an extra kidney just sitting
around here doing nothing and I
sure could use some extra cash for
beer this weekend. Oh well, guess
I'll just have to sell some of my
underwear.

Capricorn (Dec 22 -Jan. 19)
You need to make up your
mind about what it is you want in
your mouth. I mean, really, you
have all this surgery to put stuff in
there, and then a month or so later
you decide "hey, I don't really
want this, why don't you take it
out again." Oral surgeons don't
grow on trees, you know. They
have better things to do than give
you implants only to yank them
out a little while later. What
about all the poor little children
who may never get to have their
hideously deformed mouths
worked on because you can't
decide what you want? You child
haters make me sick.
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb. 18)
I'm not quite sure just who you
think you're fooling with the
whole "blonde" thing. Besides the
hideously long roots you have
acquired, there is also the fact that
last year there was a huge picture
of you in the yearbook with
brown hair. Now, I know some of
the people you hang out with are
not too bright, but I seriously
doubt anyone will buy that whole
"out in the sun" crap you've been
spreading. Well, OK, maybe
Allison will, but then again she
also believed you when you told
her about the monkeys that live in

Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)
How dare you badmouth our
beloved mascot the Tiger! You
will surely pay the price for your
supreme insolence. One night,
when you least expect it, "someone" will steal into your room and
paint you orange, perhaps with
black stripes. Additionally, your
radio will be wired such that the
only song it plays is "Tiger Rag."
Now, this will either instill you
with enough school spirit to last
you until you graduate, or it will
drive you completely insane and
you will be forced to rip out your
eardrums. Either way, the Tiger
will have the last laugh.
Aries (March 21 - April 19)
Since graduation is fast
approaching, I think it's high time
you started to reflect on your college career and ask yourself a few
questions. Like, was it really necessary for you to spend all that
time in the library? Sure, you now
know all the librarians on a first
name basis, but what good is it
going to do you now? Perhaps you
should have spent a bit more time
networking with people who can
actually help you once you get out.
of school. Wait a minute, you're
majoring in library science.
Nevermind.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
I saw a chipmunk running
across the grass the other day and

he told me to tell you "hello." He
also wanted me to ask if you
would please not step on his nuts.
He spent a long time collecting
those, and when you crush them,
he and his chipmunk family are
forced to starve. And it's getting
cold now so he needs them more
than ever. So please watch where
you're walking from now on, you
may be stepping on someone's
dinner.
Gemini (May 21 -June 20)
Why are big dogs so damn
cool? What is it about a dog that is
the size of a small horse that just
says, "damn, I'm cool!" Perhaps it's
the way that he can jump up and
put his paws on your shoulders, or
they way he looks up at you with
those giant eyes when you scold
him. Then again, maybe it's the
way he sinks his teeth into the
jugular veins of unwanted visitors, such as ex boyfriends, magazine solicitors and Jehovah's witCancer (June 21 -July 22)
I don't think you've quite gotten the hang of this whole "college" thing yet. Now, maybe it's
just me, but I think you're supposed to spend more time in class
or doing homework than picking
out which outfit you're going to
wear this weekend. Call me crazy,
but aren't you here to get one of
those degree things I've heard so
much about? Perhaps, eventually,
you'll come to realize this. 0r> Per"

haps, you won't, and you'll end up
living out your days in a doublewide trailer with your 14 kids
named Bo.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
I think you have been neglecting something lately. Something
very important and fun that you
haven't done in a while. It
involves a little yellow ball, a racquet and me kicking your sorry
arse all over the court! Now I
know, you're probably just scared
of my supreme tennis playing
abilities, but you'll never get any
better if you don't let me whoop
up on you occasionally. So swallow your fear and prepare to die!
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept 22)
Oh god no, not the monkeys!
Anything but the monkeys!
Libra (Sept 23 -Oct. 22)
Hector Romano, he's my
favorite boxer! He's so handsome,
and all the girls love him. I don't
even mind that he threw a stick at
me and called me a whimp that
day when I was sitting on the
dock. He's still my all-time hero.
Which is why I've decided to
commemorate his greatness with
a parade. A gay parade, in which
all the ladies will be dressed in
fanciful dresses and all the men
will be wearing brightly colored
jump suits. Then, the unicorns
will come in. That will make the
whimsy complete.
-Stars read by Q.T. Itaro
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University, and they're bragging
about more than just the sports
teams," Bush said. Bush also stated
that advancements in agriculture
by the University and others like it
were important to agricultural production in America.
Bush's visit to South Carolina is a
key stop on his campaigning trail.
Olten called the "Gateway to the
' South" during a presidential election. South Carolina is the first
Southern primary, following just
behind the Iowa, New Hampshire
and Delaware primaries. According
to Bush, the 1988 South Carolina
primary helped seal much of the
success of his father, former
President George Bush, during his
run for the Republican nomination
that year.
"It's a very important primary
state, and a state that I hope to do well in," Bush said. "It gives me a
chance to do what I like to do a lot
of. I like to shake hands, I like to
look people in the eye and tell them
why I'm running."
Woodard had the opportunity
to run with Bush on Tuesday afternoon, although he did not expect
the run to turn out the way it did.
"I envisioned that I'd have these
great matters of state to discuss
with him, but I couldn't keep up
with him [during the run],"
Woodard said. Bush, 52, made the
three-mile run in about seven and a
half minutes, staying with the
cross-country team the entire way.
Woodard, who grew up about 30
miles from Bush's hometown of
Midland, Texas, stated that he felt
Bush's personality and world view
came from where he grew up.
Woodard shared this idea with
Bush.
"He said, 'You're half right, it also
has to do with who you grow up
with,' " Woodard said. "I think his
father had a tremendous influence
on him. He has a great regard for his
father."
Bush stated that he is an avid
runner, although he did not run at
Yale. He did not take up running
until the age of about 25 after he
left the Air National Guard in
which he served as a pilot from
1968 to 1973.
"It was a good way to stop smoking," Bush said. "Running makes
you realize the perils of smoking."
"At first it was a way to keep
weight off, but then I realized running was a great way to invigorate
your soul," Bush said. "It helps keep
my mind clear and focused, and
that's a lot about what being a president is. I've got a huge press corp
traveling with me and you've got to
be sharp when dealing with people
that are following you closely."
Bush, who has been leading the
presidental polls as of late, has
focused his campaign on advancement in agriculture, educational
improvement, high-tech advancements, abstinence education and
defense planning.
Bush was jogging at full steam
on Tuesday despite his run-in with
a trailer truck just seven days earlier. On Nov. 2 a trailer truck overturned and spilled concrete and
timber debris near a path where
Bush was jogging. Bush scraped his
right hip and leg on a concrete
bridge median as he jumped to
avoid the truck. Staff Sgt. Roscoe
Hughey of the Texas Department of
Public Saftey, who was following
Bush on a bicycle, was also injured
in the accident.
"I heard the crash at the turn
when it turned over and I saw it
coming around the corner, just
spewing concrete," Bush said. "I
dove behind the supports of the
bridge and the refuge actually piled
up against the support."
Woodard stated that he was
impressed with the approachability of Bush and his open attitude to
everyone he meets, which is an
asset to the campaign.
"He has a common touch to
him," said Woodard. "I felt like I had
been with a winner."
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See why we're rated one of
America's Top Futon Stores
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BEGIN Y2K WITH A NEW TOB!
Getting that new or first job begins with a dynamic resume and outstanding interview techniques.
EDIJO Business Professionals presents "Writing a Dynamic Resume" and "Successful
Job Interview Techniques".
ONLY $69 GO
Call (864) 716-0608, e-mail edijo@carol.net or write EDIJO Business Professionals, PO Box
3838, Anderson, SC 29622 to reserve a space. Provide your name, address, and phone numb*
EDIJO'S staff will contact you for completion of registration.
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6:30 PM tO 9:00 PM

Ramada Inn, US Highway 123 & 76, Clemson, SC.
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Professionally owned
and managed

Just moments from
Clemson University...
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Life's too short...
When lifestyle and comfort become your top
priority you're ready to make your move to
Hunter's Glen!
A perfect spot. Located at the foot of the Blue
Ridge Mountains, Hunter's Glen offers a unique
opportunity in the Clemson area for resort-like
living in a contemporary apartment community
From the moment you arrive, you know that
you're someplace special. The landscape is
beautifully designed and meticulously
maintained. There is ample parking for you and

receive a free gift
just for viewing
our new model
apartment!

your guests.

RENTING RATES
$

1 Bed
2 Bed $
2 Baths
3 Bed $
2 Baths

525
625
725

A private oasis. Hunter's Glen offers one, two, and
three bedroom floor plans from which to choose.
Each offers bright and spacious living environments
and a private screened patio or balcony.

12,1999

A place to relax. As a resident of Hunter's-Glen, you
will have the opportunity to enjoy an array of
activities and amenities that will have you feeling
like you're on a year-round vacation! Take a
refreshing swim in the sparkling swimming pool or
play a set of tennis with a partner on our private
court. Our professionally designed clubhouse is
the perfect place to meet other residents and
participate in organized social activities or to host
one of your own events. There's a putting green,
garden plots, and a terrific barbecue area! And, to
keep you fit and having fun, be sure to check out the
community's state-of-the-art fitness center!

Come enjoy the good life at

Hunter's Glen...
The Place" to live in Clemson!

enjoy every waking minute
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in the future. He brought to the
audience's attention the promise
that was made to the generation
that fought in World War II. As of
right now, he said that we, as a
country, are not taking care of them
and that the government needs to
fulfill its promise to them for a safe,
healthy future.
McCain stated several reasons as
to why he is running for the presidential nomination. One aspect of
his campaign is to reform our government and other institutions. He
wants to focus on the education of
our country's youth because as of
right now, in his opinion, kindergarten through the twelfth grade is
in a sad condition. He plans to work
on the nation's tax code. A main
concern is the military and the fact
that the post-war challenges are
not being met.
McCain also addressed the huge
amount of money that is being
invested in today's political campaigns in order for individuals to
buy access and influence in the
government. According to McCain,
in 1998 people between the ages of
18-26 had an extremely low voter
turn out. He wants to give the government back to our country and
enable citizens to participate in
democracy. He wSuld like to inspire
the country to commit its citizens
to a cause that is higher than our
own self-interest.
The military experiences that
McCain experienced and the five
and a half years he spent as a prisoner of war were used to show his
intense involvement in the military
and his patriotism for our country.
He told stories about these experiences to the audience. One of his
most memorable experiences stems
from his time being held as a prisoner. He and his companions maintained their spirits by repeating the
pledge of allegiance every day.
These thoughts of his military
experiences renew his want to run
for president.
If elected, McCain has several
plans of action he discussed during

the question segment of his speech.
McCain wants to keep the country
out of unnecessary wars and battles, using as an example the
Vietnam War.
His plans on education include
developing and implementing a
test voucher program, which would
be paid by eliminating certain subsidiaries. He wants to hire better
teachers and pay teachers more in
order to attract people to the teaching profession and to assure youth
of a better education.
McCain talked about the apparent violence that is currently taking place in the country. He is worried about the influence of television, movies and the Internet on
children and bow they can rob
children of their innocence.
McCain wants health care so
that all people can be provided
with care.
He would spend on the things
that the country does need instead
of those things that we do not need
or are not as important as other
things. He focused on the HMO Bill
and the Baby Boomer generation.
In response to the question that
was asked of McCain as to why he
should be chosen as a presidential
candidate, he admitted that he has
flaws like every other human
being. He said that he served his
country in the company of heroes.
Americans should consider a candidate based on his experience and
resume. McCain said the candidate
should be confident with substantial progress and an articulate
vision for the future.
McCain gave a speech that centered on his successful military
background and the strong feelings
that he has about military service.
His beliefs about the state of the
country and his ideas and plans
about the future of the country,
including issues such as health
care, foreign policy, violence, education and the military are reportedly sound and feasible.
The speech consisted of aspects
of humor and seriousness that
engaged the audience and informed
them about his campaign for the
Republican presidential nomination.

DONT LET SCHOOL GET ON YOUR NERVES!
REACH YOUR FULL POTENTIAL AT
ROBESON FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC
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Where can you read The
Tiger without the nasty
black ink everywhere?
The Tiger Online Edition
http://tiger.clemson.edu
Hurry, the clock is ticking!

Immediate Opening for Campus Coordinator:
Serves as liaison between campus organizations
and the office. Book events, communicate
with organization representitives, and
maintain status of all accounts.
Need person who is outgoing,
detailed oriented and responsible
with reliable transportation.
Part time M-Th 15-20 hours per week.
Call Ashley J at 885-0036
PHOTOGRAPHY, INC

STUDENT CONDOMINIUMS
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

AT CLEMSON
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•1 AND 2 BEDROOMS
•FULLY FURNISHED
• ON-SITE MANAGER
•FREE SHUTTLE BUS
• CENTRAL AIR/HEAT PUMP/ENERGY EFFICIENT LIVING
•POOL AND CLUB HOUSE
• SALES & RENTALS

.
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250 ELM ST • i.i MILES FROM CAMPUS 654-zo/o Fax:654-2877 *ttS

-BCBS StTSKTIS. PROVIDER
-CLEMSON STUDENTS GET 30% OFF
-EXCELLENT RESULTS

-SPORTS INJURIES
-NEUROMUSCULAR CONDITIONS
-IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
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Make specific Chiropractic care your first choice...

Not Your Last Hone!

ROBESONFAIVICY
pi MHk pi MM

ADVANCE
SCREENING
Tuesday,
November 23
&im

Advantage

&&w$f$t%&tm$rtem JMfe&r&r*:

8:30pm @ Til I man Auditorium
^^StSCTy

Free passes available at the Union
Information Desk.
.

.

Passes required. Seating is limited
and oof guaranteed. Please arrive early.

NETWORK
EVENT
' THEATER1"

H
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Looking for an Internship?
Want some "Real World Business
Experience"? Average student manager earned: $6,000 last summer.
Visit www.tuitionpainters.com
or call (800)393-4521 for more
information!
Needed: Outside Cart Staff; Keowee
Golf + Country Club. For details call
944-2222.
Help Wanted: Attention - own a
computer? Put it to work - $25$75/hour, Part-time/Full-time. 888251-7625 or visit www.work-fromhome.net/doitnow.
Work on Campus. $10-15/hr. Great
experience. 888-316-2767 ext.
5046.
CHARLOTTE, NC
VALET PARKERS
Parking Solutions has positions
available during the holidays. Wage
and tips. Call Gary 704-841-7382.
Wanted: a musician for 1st, 2nd, and
3rd Sunday at United Methodist
Church. 864-878-3960 Call for interview^
WANTED
SPRING BREAK 2000 Campus Reps
Cancun, Mazatlan, Acapulco,
Jamaica & S. Padre.
Earn FREE trips + cash. Call
1-800-SURFS-UP ext. 104 or 122.
BOOKMEN & WOMEN
If you sold books for Southwestern
or Varsity & are looking for a career
opportunity, contact Greta DeCuyper
at Lason, Atlanta. 404-222-0700.
Sardi's Den hiring waitress and bartender. Apply within. In between BiLo and Winn-Dixie. Ask for Irv.
Lose Weight On-Line
All Natural/Guaranteed!
www.evitality.net/totally-new-you
FREE BABY BOOM BOX +

EARN $1200!
Fundraiser for student groups and
organizations. Earn up to $4 per
MasterCard app. Call for info or visit
our website. Qualified callers
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 119
or ext. 125.
www.ocmconcepts.com

The Galley
Restaurant
Fine Waterfront Dining
I Great Pay
k Flexible Hours
) Only 12 miles
from campus
► No Sundays
t Evenings Only
NOW HIRING ALL
POSITIONS
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell,
Anderson
287-3215 or
287-3211
$1500 weekly potential mailing our
circulars. Free information. Call 202466-1639
___
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS- Join
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
Cruises, and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call 1-800-648-4849

or visit online @www.ststravel.com.
$25 + Per Hour! Direct sales reps
needed NOW! Market credit card
appl. Person-to-person Commissions
avg $250-500/wk. 1-800-651-2832.
Apartments for rent, one and two bedroom. Very clean and affordable, close
to university, no pets. Renting for
semester. Prices start at $360/mo.
Phone 639-7776 or 843-4227.

FOi
STUDIO APTS, ADJACENT CAMPUS,
LEASING BY SEMESTER OR YEAR
AT MODERATE RENTS IN CLEMSON;
ALSO INDIVIDUAL & SPECIAL LEASES. CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET, & PRIVATE. CALL DON (OLD MAN) FELDMAN 654-5483.
Male or Female roommate needed
immediately! Very nice 2 bedroom,
11/2 bath townhouse with woodburning fireplace. Front and back
porch, own room, $287.50/mo. +
utilities. Call 653-9995 and ask for
Mitchell.
Subleaser needed for spring semester for Jefferson Commons. Will have
own fully furnished bedroom w/personal ethernet connection. On-site
computer lab, workout center, two
pools, washer and dryer, on CATS
Route, etc. Female, non-smoker preferred. Call 653-3132.
One bedroom available in two bedroom townhouse in Village Green.
Apt. 111. 2 bath. Rent $275/mo.
Female only. Call Tatem Weber 6538872.
Subleaser needed for end of
November. 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath
townhouse in Riverbank Commons.
Newly remodeled. Call 656-7002.
Furnished house on lake with dock. 2
bedroom,
2 bath.
$700/mo.
includes utilities. Maximum 2. No

ASIA
COST: $3775
Tokyo,
Kyoto,
Beijing,
Hong Kong,
Phuket, and
Bangkok.

The fee for the program excluding
tuition is $3775. This fee covers all
airfare, transfers, study-related travel in
Asia, lodging, and travel insurance.
Tuition and books are extra.

pets. 864-675-0580.
Furnished house on lake with dock in
Westminister. 3 bedroom, 2 bath.
$750/mo. No pets. 864-675-0580.
Nice House for Rent in Clemson. 3
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath. $900/mo.
Call Jason 653-6202.
University Ridge Condos across from
Tillman Hall. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths. 3
bedrooms, 3 baths. Furnished with
washer and dryer, walk to class 2469998.
Two Townhouses in Goldenwoods.
Fireplace, washer/dryer, microwave,
patio, garbage disposal, call
864-647-1700. Ask for Susan.
TOWNHOUSE for sale or rent. 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath. Rent
$545/mo. or $44,900 to buy. Call
653-7717.

FOR
Man's 14 karat gold wedding band.
Size 10 comfort fit, 6 mm wide. 7
diamonds, total 1/3 karat, high quality, channel set. Brand new, still in
box. $600 firm. Evening: 886-0806.
Day: 656-4063.
'88 Ford T-Bird Turbo Coupe. All
power, new tires. Good transportation. $1800 0B0. Call 864-2872443.
'87 Subaru Hatchback, 4-wheel drive,
4-speed, very good condition. $999.
Call 864-639-0415.
1989 Mazda 626 Turbo. Pwr. windows and locks. 4-door, CD, $4500
0B0. Call 858-6350. Great condition.
'96 Mitsubishi Eclipse GST for sale.
Sunroof, CD, turbo. $12,000 0B0.
Call (864) 878-3307 after 5:30 p.m.
SCOOTERS - SCOOTERS - SCOOTERS
Your Authorized SUNDIRO Dealer.
Now at KAWASAKI OF SENECA. Why
walk? Call 882-6787!
IBM Compatible 486 120 MHz 8 MB

RAM 1.2 G Hard Drive 14.4 k
Modem,
Word
Processor.
Spreadsheet software, Office 4.3, 4x
CDROM, internet compatible. Call
654-7571, ask for Kevin. $350.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Need a pet-sitter? Call me, the
Critter-Sitter 646-7031.
Help for the Praxis II:
http://testsmart.hypermart.net
PREGNANT? Loving, married, white
couple hopes to adopt baby. Can help
with expenses. Confidential. Call collect: the day number is (803)6131544 or at night (803)652-3723.
Fraternities Sororities
Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,00042,000 this semester
with the easy CIS three-hour
fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call (800)797-5743
today or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com!

TRAVEL
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FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS. REPS NEEDED...TRAVEL FREE, EARN $$$. GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800838-8203
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE:

|I

HTTP://WWW.LEISURET0URS.COM.

GO DIRECT! #1 Internet-based company offering WHOLESALE Spring
Break packages by eliminating middlemen!
ALL Destinations!
Guaranteed Lowest Price! 1-800-3671252 www.springbreakdirect.com.
Browse icpt.com for Springbreak
"2000". ALL destinations offered
Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted
Fabulous parties, hotels & prices
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013.
SPRING BREAK! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Florida & South Padre.
Call USA Spring Break for a free
brochure and rates and ask how you
can EAT, DRINK & TRAVEL FOR
FREE! Call 1-800-777-4642
www.usasprinebreak.com

%

MISCELLANEOUS
UNLIMITED
INTERNET ACCESS

$17.99
a month
GoSouthGo
call 864-271-1234
Home-based Internet Business. No
fees. For information call 864-2993200.
Help for the Praxis II:
http://testsmart.hypermart.net
Free CD of cool indie music when you
register at mybytes.com, the ultimate
website for your college needsJ

***ACT NOW! GET THE BEST SPRING
BREAKUP-RICES! SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO,

A wholesome tamily-oriented
web site.
One with morals and values
everone can appreciate.
http://tiger.clemson.edu
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1st Summer Session
May 15 - June 26, 2000

The Office of International Affairs is pleased to
announce the Asia Study Abroad Program for the year
2000. A group of twenty-five students along with two
Clemson faculty members will travel for six weeks in
Asia in the summer of 2000 between May 19 and June
26. This year's itinerary in Asia includes extended
stays in Japan, China, and Thailand, stopping in cities
such as:

PAGE

Clemson Summer
Study in...

Clemson Summer Study in...

•
•
•
•
•
•
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2nd Summer Session • July 5 - August 9, 2000
The Office of International Affairs at Clemson University is pleased to announce a new
Study Abroad Program in the year 2000. A group of 24 students and 2 Clemson faculty
will go for 5 weeks into Spain and Portugal in the second summer session of 2000, July 5
August 9. The group will make stops in the two countries at locations such as...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lisbon,
Coimbra,
Evora,
Seville,
Granada,
Valencia,
Tarragona, and
Barcelona.

The fee for the program excluding tuition is $3775. Students are provided
transatlantic airfare, all study-related travel in Spain and Portugal, lodging and
breakfast, and insurance. Tuition and books are extra.

PARTIAL SCHOLARSHIPS OF $200
PER COURSE ARE AVAILABLE!!!

Students can take either 3 or 6 credit hours in the
following Clemson courses:
ECON 310 (International Economy)
ECON 498 (International Money & Exchange Rates)

Students can take either 3 or 6 credit hours in the following Clemson courses:
MGT 444 andMGT 888 (International Perspectives in Industrial Management)
SOC (Sociology) 499 and SOC 892 (International Organizations in the World Economy) {

For general information, please contact:

For more information, contact:

Anti Bax
Asst. to Director of Int'l Affairs
201 Sirrine Hall
PH: 864/656-1346 • FAX: 864/656-4532
bax@clemson.edu

Dr. Mark McKnew
Assoc. Dean & Prof, of Mgmnt.
E106 Martin Hall
PH: 864/656-5341 • FAX: 864/656-5344
rnamckn@clemson.edu

Anti Bax
Asst. to Director of Int'l Affairs
201 Sirrine Hall
PH: 864/656-1346 • FAX: 864/656-4532
bax@clemson.edu
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Tracey Leone. "Our defense was like
a wall Katie Carson played great for
us in the goal."
Clemson and top-seeded UNC
had a classic battle in the semifinals, with the Lady Tar Heels winning over the Lady Tigers 1-0 in
overtime at the 96:19 mark of the
game. Elizabeth Ball scored for the
Lady Tar Heels on a corner kick,
which slipped through the hands
of Katie Carson, giving the Tar
Heels the goal for the win.
"It was a good experience for us,"
said Leone. "We are disappointed
that we didn't end up winning
because we were in very good position. But it still was a wonderful
opportunity for us and a good
achievement as we build on each
game we play them."
The Tar Heels went on to beat
Wake Forest in the finals, making
them the ACC Tournament
Champs for the 11th consecutive
year. Even though Clemson didn't
achieve its goal of winning the
ACC Tournament, they were very
pleased with their performance
this weekend.
"We were so mentally tough,"
said Leone. "It was awesome to see.
We suffered some losses closing out
the regular season that we've
learned from well, and to be as
tough as we were this weekend was

a wonderful sign."
Katie Carson and Nancy
Augustyniak made the All-ACC
Tournament Team for the Lady
Tigers due to their great performances on the field. Leone was
very happy with the way Deliah
Arrington played this weekend.
"Deliah's dangerous every time
she's around the ball. I know if we
were playing against her, we'd be
freaking out."
Keller, Burpee, Cindy Mullinix,
Julie Augustyniak, Leigh Clark,
Audria Lyons and Tricia Williams
also contributed big for the Lady
Tigers. The Lady Tigers are very
confident heading into the NCAA
Tournament.
"A lot of the things that we set as
goals can become a reality," said
Leone. "We see that more from our
performance
in
the
ACC
Tournament than the results. We
were very excited coming home,
but of course disappointed that we
didn't win."
Due to a successful regular season
and ACC Tournament, Clemson will
be seeded seventh in the NCAA
Tournament, an accomplishment
that the Lady Tigers have never done
before. Clemson will get a bye in the
first round and will play the winner
of the Marquette-Missouri game on
Saturday night at 7 p.m. Come support the Lady Tigers this weekend as
they start their run for a national
title.

tiger.clemson.edu..,
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Spring and Summer oj 2000.
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best in Clemson history.
John Heisman proved to be a
master of football strategy both on
and off the field during his tenure
at Clemson. Rumor has it that
before one of the Georgia Tech
games, Heisman sent a team of
phonies into Atlanta the night
before the game and instructed
them to purport that they were the
Clemson football team and enjoy
the town's nightlife. The Georgia
Tech fans assumed the phonies
were the real Clemson Tigers and
that victory the next afternoon
would be assured. Instead Heisman
sequestered his team outside the
city in Lula, Ga. He brought his
team into town the day of the
game and annihilated the Yellow
Jackets.
Heisman's success against
Georgia Tech caused the Yellow
Jackets to make the former
Clemson coach an offer he could
not refuse. Georgia Tech offered
Heisman the lucrative sum of
$2,250 and 30 percent of the gate
receipts from the school.
The next season Clemson and
Georgia Tech played to an 11-11 tie
before the Yellow Jackets gained
their first victory in the series the
next year with a 17-12 win.
The Tigers were victorious the
next two seasons before Georgia
Tech launched a streak of domination in the series. Between 1908 and
1973, Georgia Tech won an incredible 32 of 35 contests, including several shutouts.
One reason for Georgia Tech's
domination in the series was that
before 1974 each game between the
two schools was played in Atlanta.
The first game in the Clemson
versus Georgia Tech home and
home football series was in 1974
and the result was a 21-17 Clemson
victory. That was a special season
for the Tigers as they finished the
year a perfect 6-0 in Death Valley.
The two teams did not begin to
face one another annually until
Georgia Tech joined the Atlantic
Coast Conference. Although
Georgia Tech was a member of the
ACC conference in 1978, the two
schools did not begin playing each
other annually until 1983 due to
scheduling conflicts.
The first ACC meeting between
the two schools was in 1983 and
the game went to Clemson 41-14.
Georgia Tech gained revenge the
next season as the 18-ranked
Yellow Jackets defeated 13-ranked
Clemson 28-21.
The decade of the 90s has seen
the most competitive period in the
Clemson versus Georgia Tech rivalry with each game decided by an
average of six points per contest,
including five that were won by a
margin of three or less points.
In 1990, eventual National
Champion Georgia Tech defeated
Clemson 21-19 in Atlanta's Bobby
Dodd Stadium. Clemson rushed for
290 yards in the game, yet fell short
of victory when Chris Gardocki's
60-yard field goal attempt fell just
short as the clock expired. Clemson
secured revenge the next season in
Death Valley as the seventh ranked
Tigers defeated 19th ranked
Georgia Tech 9-7 in a defensive
struggle. That season the Tigers
captured their 12th ACC championship.
Clemson won four of the next
five meetings between the two
schools, including a thrilling comefrom-behind victory over the 22ranked Yellow Jackets on
Clemson's Homecoming in 1996.
Until this season's victory over
Wake Forest, the Georgia Tech
game represented Clemson's last
win in which the Tigers scored the
final points in the fourth quarter to
win a game. The win was important because it started a four-game
winning streak that carried
Clemson to a Peach Bowl bid.
Georgia Tech has captured the
last two meetings between the two
schools, including last season's
heartbreaking loss in the nationally televised game on ESPN.
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Larry Sullivan: read this
There is only one thing that I
hate more than bad officiating in sports. What is it
that I hate more? It is simply
bad fans.
There are several definitions
of what I call a bad fan. First of
all, a bad fan is a person who
cannot accept that the referees
do not blow every game that
your team loses. Any time a
team seems
to lose a
close game
one can
always find
the fans
whining
about some
call here or
there.
Listen to
a sports radio show sometime
and listen to some of the people
who call. In fact, you have the
perfect chance to hear it here in
Clemson if you like. My roommate works at a particular radio
station in the area which gets
callers every day, half of whom
are daily callers to every single
show and have no clue what
they are talking about. There are
so many people who have no
clue what the heck pass interference is but they still call in
and complain about it for weeks
because "that is what made
their team lose."

After the Clemson-Florida
State game, I heard continual
whining about how Florida
State would not have beat us
had it not been for the referees.
What calls were people complaining about? Well, people
said Florida State did not
deserve second chances on the
field goal they missed and the
two-point conversion that was
not converted
successfully.
Brian Pearce
Both
assistant sports
plays
editor ,
were
replayed
and
Florida
State
reversed their outcomes due to
delay of game penalties. Do not
get me wrong, I wanted
Clemson to beat Florida State as
bad as anyone, heck I skipped
the first Pearce family reunion
ever to go to the game, but I have
the common sense to know that
delay of game calls are dead ball
fouls that cannot be declined
because they occurred before
the play. I know it sucked that
we did not win but there is no
reason to blame it on the referees if they did not do anything
wrong.
Another way I define stupid

CO-Rec 6 on 6 VolleyballCrusaders defeated Superstars
Open 6 on 6 VolleyballDelta Chi defeated Crusagars
m m
Open 3 on 3 VolleyballDelta Chi defeated Lions
Water Polo TourneyLambda Chi Alpha defeated MSU Pool:P®pple
3 on 3 BasketballBig Tymers defeated The Celtic
[Racquet ball]
C Division Sam Nikopoulos defeated Will Whitei.
B Division Nick Costescu defeated Matt Cardini

fans is people who leave games
at half time and do not come
back to the game. It blows my
mind when I see an empty stadium after half time because I
cannot believe that some people
call themselves fans but they
would rather drink than watch
their team in live action. I have
noticed our football fans have
been better this season, but
there are still several students
who leave.
Yeah, tailgating and partying
is fun, but think of what you
miss when you leave early. For
an example, anyone who left
early during the Duke game
missed the great moment when
Terry Jolly intercepted a pass
and rambled into the end zone
like only Terry Jolly can. Also
they missed the great moment
when Keith Adams broke three
Clemson records on one sack
and was hoisted on to the arms
of his teammates in triumphant
praise. The games last a maximum of four hours, so you still
will have 20 more hours in the
day to party as much as you
want.
A third thing that defines a
bad fan is a person who lives in
the past. Finally, people in
Clemson are starting to stop
reliving the days of Danny Ford.
It was obvious, Danny Ford
football does not work anymore.

Brian Pearce is a senior in marketing. E-mail comments to
sports@tiger. clemson.edu.

[Supervisors Poll Top 10 Football]
1.
Pika Gold
2.
Delta Chi Knight
3.
Smoking Guns
4.
Blazers
6.
m

[Tennis]
Men's Singles Derek Ogelsby defeated Chip Hughes

The time has come and gone for
the constant run attack that
really does not pass the ball
much.
Look how successful Tommy
Bowden's wide open offense is
compared to the run the ball
offense that is being instituted
by that old man in Columbia. I
mean, are we not glad that our
athletic director has a sense of
what is working now, instead of
what has worked in the past? I
sure am a lot happier with a
football team that is 5-4 then
zero and whatever like some
team around here. The Lou
Holtz offense was not working
when he left Notre Dame, what
made some people think it
would have worked at lowly
South Carolina?
So those are a few things that
I think declare people as bad
fans. Sure everyone will probably not agree with me, in fact
most people probably-will not,
but that is the way that I see it.
On a personal note to conclude
this column, I have to say Happy
Birthday to my now 94-year old
Grandpa in Florida who reads
my articles in The Tiger every
week. By the way, he is a good
fan.
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Men's soccer makes a comeback
► The team hopes to turnaround its not-so-great season.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor

Finally.
The men's soccer team found the
breakthrough performance it has
been looking for all season when it
defeated third-ranked and previously unbeaten Wake Forest 4-1 at
Riggs Field on Sunday. The win
pushed the Tigers' record to 9-7-2
and vastly improved the team's
NCAA Tournament hopes.
"That's the most inspired I've
seen us play all year," said Head
Coach Trevor Adair. "We put 11
players out on the field today. They
weren't the best 11, but they played
with the heart and character that
any Clemson players should and it's
obvious in the outcome today."
Senior Mike Potmepa led the
way with a goal and an assist and
classmate Alan Woods added two

spectacular assists to lead the way.
Potmepa's goal, the first of his
career, came despite a switch to
center midfield from defensive
back. It was his first action at midfield in three years.
"We went over it all week, so I
was pretty comfortable," he said.
The move was not the only difference this week for the team.
Adair put his squad through an
"intense" series of practices in
preparation for the Demon Deacons
and next week's ACC Tournament.
"This week was just a week of
hard work. It was basically like
preseason," said Potmepa. "We took
what we did in practice into the
game, which we haven't done all
year. We've been practicing well
and not taking it into the game.
We've showed we can play with any
team in the country."
The Tigers jumped out to an
early lead when Potempa crossed
the ball to Ian Fuller, who put in a
header at the 2:07 mark. Clemson
held a 1-0 lead until the second half,

when Wake's Viktor Litovka's shot
slid by goalkeeper John Campbell
at the near post.
Clemson refused to die, however,
and the backbreaker came at the
65:29 mark when Woods headed a
ball to the six-yard box that was
headed in by Potmepa. After the
goal, Potempa raced to the sidelines
and leaped into the arms of Adair
before being mobbed by his teammates.
"Me and Coach always joke,
When am I gonna get my first
goal?'" Potempa said. "I was so
happy, so surprised that I scored
that I knew I wanted to go jump in
his arms because we've been working on it for three years now"
"He inspires us," Adair said of his
captain. "There's no one around that
has a bigger heart than that kid. He
really took the bull by the horns
this week."
For his efforts, Potempa was
named ACC Men's Soccer Playerof-the-Week.
The team will begin play in the

Records are sacked and tackled iCouncill Travel
► Sophomore Keith Adams
stands out in Saturday's
game as he breaks two
Clemson records.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor
The new king of linebackers at
Clemson was anointed Saturday
when Keith Adams, who broke
three school records and tied
another, was hoisted on the shoulders of teammates Robert Carswell
and Braxton Williams at the end of
the third quarter.
The sophomore out of College
Park, Ga., didn't see much symbolism in the moment.
"I was very surprised they did
that," Adams said. "The game wasn't over yet, and I thought they
might have needed to save their
energy. I was just happy that they
did that for me, that they thought
enough (of me) to try to lift me up
on the field."
Adams set school records for
sacks in a game with five and tackles for loss with six in Clemson's 587 victory over Duke. He recorded
his 12th sack this season, breaking
the mark of 10.5 set by Adrian
Dingle last year. He also collected
his 27th tackle for a loss, tying the
single-season record held by
William Perry.
Adams terrorized Duke quarterbacks Spencer Romine and Bobby
Campbell, sending them to the turf
early and often. He repeatedly told
the duo that as long as he kept
blitzing, the pounding would continue.
"Once I step onto the field I just
turn into a crazed man, I guess," he
said.
The key to his success was not

DAK GONZALEZ/ ■ mi staff

CELEBRATION: TerryJolly (92) celebrates with Kenzi Ross afterJolly's
20-yard interception returnfor a
touchdown.

just the blitz calls by defensive
coordinator Reggie Herring.
Adams repeatedly got great jumps
on the snap count that made him
unblockable.
"The defensive line was doing a
good job getting penetration, and I
was in a rhythm with the snap
count," he said. "As soon as the ball
was snapped, I was focused on just
trying to get in the backfield."
Duke coach Carl Franks conceded that the Blue Devils had a
difficult time dealing with Adams.
"A couple of times we tried to
mix our snap count and we jumped
offsides," Franks said.
Whether he was speeding
around the end to blindside an
unsuspecting quarterback or coming straight up the middle to force a
bad throw, Aqams was everywhere.
Those kind of plays have
become' the norm for Adams, who
recently was named a semifinalist
for defensive player of the year by
the Football News and is drawing
comparisons to the great linebackers of Clemson's past.
"I think it's great that people
want to put me in the same category with some of the other linebackers that came through, because
they have a great tradition here at
Clemson," he said.
He knows all about Clemson's
linebackers, since he grew up
watching Levon Kirkland and
Anthony Simmons and played one
season with Chris Jones. Adams
also has been influenced by
Clemson great Jeff Davis, whom he
sees often on campus and talks to
for advice.
"He's a real nice person that
keeps you humble and tries to
direct you in the right way," he said.
"I just look up to people like that
and model myself after them."
The Termite, as he is affectionately called for his ability to "raise
havoc," has stepped up his role significantly since last season. After
making 45 tackles a year ago,
Adams entered Saturday's game
with a league-leading 107 tackles
and is on pace to have one of the
greatest seasons ever for a Clemson
linebacker. In the process, he has
emerged as the team's defensive
leader.
"When I step on the field I try to
lead by example," he said. "I just try
to be up in as many people's faces as
I can."
His effort and exuberance raises
the bar for his teammates, according to head coach Tommy Bowden.
"I think it elevates the play of
your defense, because guys try to
mirror his performance," Bowden
said. "It also elevates the play of
the rest of your team, to see somebody always making plays, not
only making plays, but making
big plays."

ACC Tournament this week.
Clemson is seeded fourth and will
play fifth-seeded North Carolina on
Thursday at 3 p.m. at Spry Soccer
Stadium in Winston-Salem, N.C.

After defeating teams like Wake
Forest, South Carolina, Virginia and
Ohio State, Adair feels he can make
a case for an NCAA bid with a win
or two this weekend.
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OFFENSE: Ian Fuller (9) holds the hall against Wake Forest's David
Kawesi-Mukooza while Aaron Thomas looks on.
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paintingclemson @ rnindspring.com
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Now that you've
here's your chance
to really go somewhere.
Congratulations? You're in college now. Soon, you'll be facing
questions about life. Like what to do with the rest of it. One thing for
sure, if you're a student of color, with an INROADS internship, you
could have a serious job every summer while you're still in school —
making contacts an gaining experience in your chosen field of study.
Hey, it won't be easy. But, if you wanted easy, you wouldn't be
reading this right now.

Find out more about our internships:
Call or apply today!
1-800-332-5007
or
www.inroadsinc.org
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Clemson takes the green and places fourth overall in Hilton Head
► The top-ranked linksters
had to rely on their putting
game.
PATRICK SHULTZ

staff writer

The men's golf team completed
its fall schedule last weekend with
a fourth place finish at the Golf
World/Palmetto
Dunes
Intercollegiate at the Arthur Mills
Course on Hilton Head Island.
Clemson, the top-ranked team
entering the tournament, recorded

an 843 score, six strokes behind
Georgia, which won the three-day,
54-hole event with a score of 837.
"Overall, the guys played really
well. We shot 21-under par, which
will win about 99 percent of the
time. It just did not work out for us
this past weekend," said Head
Coach Larry Penley
Georgia Tech placed second at
841 and Texas was third at 842,
while South Carolina shot a 295 on
the final day, falling to seventh with
an 850 team score.
The Tigers tied for the second

best round of the final day, a 279,
behind freshman DJ. Trahan's 67.
He led Clemson's charge up the
leaderboard during the last round,
vaulting the Tigers from seventh to
fourth place. The 67, his best round
of the fall, gave him a five-underpar 211, good enough for 18th place
individually.
The top finisher for Clemson,
though, was Lucas Glover, who
earned a second place finish by
shooting a 205, two shots behind
Georgia's Erik Compton.
"He capped off a tremendous fall

with a second place finish," Penley
said. "He brought his stroke average
down to about 70.2, which is really
phenomenal."
John Engler shot a two-underpar 214, which put him in 30th
place, while Jonathan Byrd fired an
even par 216. The only Tiger to finish over par was Jani Sari, who shot
a 73 on Sunday to finish with a 219
for the event. Penley felt that the
team could have won if the event
had not relied so heavily on putting.
"The greens were absolutely perfect, and that led to a putting con-

test. We are not going to win many
of those," said Penley. The biggest
disappointment in our game continues to be putting."
The golf team will look to
improve its play on the green as it
prepares for the upcoming spring
schedule.
"We will definitely practice
putting," Penley said. "Overall,
though, I was pleased with the season, and my job now is to find a set
five that will compete come April.
We were always in contention, and
that can only make us a better team."

Coach Shyatt recruits top basketball talent Tigers run for the ACC title
► Four players signed to
become Tigers in the fall.
STAFF REPORTS

Head Basketball Coach Larry
Shyatt announced on Wednesday
that four players, including three
from the state of North Carolina,
signed with the Tiger program on
the first day of the NCAAs early
signing period.
Dwon Clifton, De'on Dixon,
Chris Hobbs and Tony Stockman
all made their commitments to the
Clemson program official on
Wednesday.
_^ "These players come from four
wonderful families," stated Shyatt.
"These are four young men who are
very focused about working
towards gaining degrees, as well as
improving their basketball skills
during their four years here at
Clemson.
"I thought we really needed to
get some experience and talent in
the backcourt in particular," added
Shyatt.
"Tony Stockman could well be

one of the most creative and exciting point guards in the country and
Dwon Clifton gives us size in the
backcourt which we haven't had in
years. What's also exciting is the
fact that De'on Dixon could someday make the switch from a 6-8
athletic wing to a backcourt player.
Chris Hobbs gives us an impressive
strength presence inside and he
comes in as probably the strongest
high school prospect to ever sign at
Clemson at 6-7,250 pounds.
"Stockman is capable of playing
both guard spots, but is a tremendous lead guard candidate," Shyatt
said. "Clifton has tremendous athleticism and scoring guard skills,
but could also someday be a lead
guard."
Clifton is a 6-4,195 pound guard
from High Point, N.C. He averaged
24 points per game as a junior at
Westchester Academy and also
pulled down 8.5 rebounds per game
and dished out five assists per
game.. He is listed among the
nation's top-100 in several publications,
including
PrepStars
Magazine which has him 40th and
Bob Gibbons who tabbed him

52nd.
Dixon is a senior at 71st High
School in Fayetteville, N.C, the
same high school that current Tiger
forward Chucky Gilmore attended.
Dixon averaged 12 points per game
and seven rebounds per game as a
junior. The 6-8,185 pound forward
also had 3.5 assists per game and 3.5
blocks per game last season.
Hobbs is a 6-7,250 pound senior
at East Chapel Hill High School in
Chapel Hill, N.C. As a junior, the
power forward averaged 19.4 points
per game and 10.9 rebounds per
game. Those numbers helped Hobbs
earn the Triad 3-A Player of the Year
award. He was also a first-team allstate pick by the Associated Press.
Bob Gibbons rated Hobbs as the
number-eight junior in the country
and he has been tabbed among the
top-40 in several different recruiting
publications.
Stockman plays at Medina High
School in Medina, Ohio. He is a 6-1,
165 pound guard who is described
as a good shooter and ball handler.
As a junior at Medina, he averaged
19 points, four assists and two steals
per game..

► The men's and women's
cross country teams placed
fifth and sixth respectively
in recent tournament.
STAFF REPORTS

The Clemson cross country
teams competed at the ACC
Championships Monday in Chapel
Hill, NC. The Clemson men placed
fifth with 126 points, while the
women's team finished sixth with
146 points.
NC State won the men's meet
with 16 points, as all seven of the
Wolfpack runners finished in the
top 10. Duke was second with 32
points, and Wake Forest was third
with 52 points.
Sophomore Jason Meany
(Liverpool, NY) led all Tiger runners on the 8K course, placing
ninth with a time of 25:12 to earn
All-ACC honors. Sophomore Ryan
Demers (Shapleigh, ME) placed
22nd with a time of 25:50.,
Freshman
Mike
Connelly
(Winchester, VA) finished 39th at
26:50, and sophomore David Abel

(Franklin, NC) was 45th at 26:55.
Freshman Scott Shaw (East
Syracuse, NY) was 48th, finishing
the course in 27:02.
North Carolina won the
women's meet with 44 points, followed by NC State with 56 points
and Virginia with 77 points. Senior
Beth Ahern (Toledo, OH) was the
top finisher for the Tigers, recording a time of 18:23 on the 5K course
to take 20th place.
Senior Erika van Reenen
(Norcross, GA) placed 23rd with a
time of 18:39, and senior Anne
Stowell (Charlotte, NC) was 29th at
18:55. Junior Jennifer Meador
(Mechanicsville, VA) finished 38th
with a time of 19:07, and senior
Shannon
Schoppman
(East
Patchogue, NY) was 56th at 20:09.
Sophomore Abbey Hartman
(Ocean View, NJ) rounded out the
Clemson runners with a time of
21:22 for 63rd place.
Both of Clemson's cross country
teams will run at the NCAA
District
III
Championships,
Saturday, November 13 on the campus of Furman University in
Greenville, SC
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Present Clemson University ID and
receive $2.00 off full service oil change

Featuring:

(Reg. $21.95 + tax)

All major credit cards accepted
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hours:

Monday-Friday 8:00-5:30
Saturday 8:00-12:00

Replace Oil
Replace Filter
Lube Chassis
Check & Fill Brake Fluid
Check & Fill Power Steering Fluid
Check & Fill Battery Fluid
Check & Fill Transmission Fluid

Check & Fill Differential Fluid
Check & Fill Washer Solvent
Check Wiper Blades
' Check Air Filter
' Clean Windshield
■ Inflate Tires
Vacuum Interior
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978 Tiger Boulevard
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The Mien stars returned to California
► The men looked sharp in
theirfirst exhibition game
against the California AllStars.
ALAN BROWNE

staff writer
The Clemson men's basketball
team looked very sharp in its first
preseason game of the year. The
Tigers trounced the California
South All-Stars 81-60 at Littlejohn
Coliseum last Friday night. The
California All-Stars fell to 0-2.
Their first loss was to Kentucky 7366 two weeks ago.
The Tigers were led by center
Adam Allenspach who had 22
points and pulled down 11
rebounds. Guard Will Solomon
added 21 points and five assists,
while-returning starter Andrius
Jurkunas nailed four three-pointers
and finished with 17 points.
Chucky Gilmore pulled down five
offensive rebounds and had six
points.
The California All-Stars were

led by Eddie Shannon, the former
University of Florida standout,
who had 15 points.
California opened with a 20-15
lead 10 minutes into the game, but
the Tigers went on a 19-2 run over
the next eight minutes to take the
lead for good. Clemson went into
half time with a 38-25 advantage.
Freshman Tomas Nagys led the
freshmen with. 11 points and six
rebounds. Nagys provided a spark
off the bench for the Tigers in the
first half, as he added five points,
three rebounds and also drew two
charges during the eight minutes
he was in the game.
California came out with the hot
hand in the second half and nailed
four three-pointers in the first six
minutes of the second half to cut
the Tiger lead to 51-46. With 6:12
left to go in the game, however,
Clemson went on a 14-4 run and
led 65-50. Clemson never looked
back. California was able to cut the
lead to TO, but could not get any
closer. Clemson was able to put the

game away at the end.
Clemson shot 47 percent from
the field and 41 percent from threepoint land.
"Offensively we just wanted to
get some open looks," said Clemson
Coach Larry Shyatt.
The Tigers won the battle of the
boards 48-37, and the defense held
the California All-Stars to just 33
percent shooting from the field.
Shyatt was pleased with the way
the Tigers played in their first game
of the year. The Tigers have been
playing through injuries, and they
have been picked to finish last in
the ACC.
"We said in the offseason that
we needed Will to control the
perimeter and for Adam to control
the inside, and Jurkunas to help
control both," stated Coach Shyatt.
The performance was the start
of the exhibition season for
Clemson and the Tigers will get
into regular season action
November 19th against East
Tennessee State.

Clemson defeats the Aussies
► The menfrom Down
Under were unable to win
against the menfrom Tiger
Town.
BRIAN PEARCE

assistant sports editor
The Down Under Bandits
must be ready to get back down
under to Austrailia after a 85-62
loss to the Clemson men's basketball team in exhibition play
Tuesday night at Littlejohn
Coliseum.
The victory wrapped up the
Tigers' undefeated exhibition season as they look forward to the regular season that opens Nov. 19. The
game marked the end of the
Bandits preseason excursion
against ACC teams in which the
Bandits went winless.
Leading the way for Clemson
was point guard Will Solomon who
continuously tormented the
Bandits on defense by coming up
with four steals during the game.
Solomon also led the Tigers in scoring with 21 points, collected five
rebounds, and dished out eight

assists.

Clemson Head Coach Larry
Shyatt was pleased with Solomon's
performance.
"Will played 31 minutes against
a pretty good point guard," he said.
"He did an admirable job of not
having a turnover. He is asked at the
moment to do a lot of things. But
decision-making shows at least the
level of maturity we are looking
for."
Clemson stormed out of the
locker room and into a 9-0 lead in
the first half, but the Bandits hung
with the Tigers behind solid threepoint shooting.
Down Under converted on six of
16 three-pointers in the first half
and 11 of 33. for the game. The
Tigers were able to hold off the
Bandits and take a 37-34 lead into
half time.
Shyatt was pleased with the
higher number of three pointers
taken by the Bandits against his
defense that is ailing from injuries.
"We have the cards we are playing right now and we have done an
'admirable job at times," he said. "If
it [players on the floor] has a posi-

tive effect on others we have
induced two teams to shoot over
35 threes, I'd like to think they are
all not going to make 11 but it
means the ball is not getting to the
paint."
The second half looked like it
was going another close period
early on until the Tigers were able
to go on a 17-5 run to put the game
DAN GONZAlEZ/senior staff
away. The run was sparked by HOOPS: Clemson's Tomas Nagys (31) puts an easy shot on the
board
defense and rebounding as the while California All-Star Keith Higgins watches in amazement.
Tigers were able to frustrate the
Bandits. This was truly evident in showed that his offensive moves the whole time. It was certainly his
the last five minutes of play as the have improved while scoring 18 best performance at Clemson."
Bandits committed two technical points despite being in foul trouble
Clemson now looks forward to
fouls out of frustration.
for a good portion of the game and the season opener Nov. 19th against
"There are times when we really playing only 19 minutes.
East Tennessee State at Littlejohn
don't have a great balance in posiChucky Gilmore stepped up his Coliseum.
tions," said Shyatt about his teams offensive play and his leadership
Shyatt knows his team needs
offense because of a lack of person- for the Tigers to show he will make some work but thinks that they
nel. "But I see a game played by a difference this year after having a are moving in the right direction
smaller people and only forced into smaller role last season.
saying, "I feel we are tentative in
11 turnovers and so there were some
In what was probably Gilmore's some of the things we are doing
positives."
best collegiate game so far, he could because we have only have nine
The lack of depth showed its be heard shouting defensive assign- bodies. I am really looking forface in the Clemson guard position ments on the floor while getting his ward to Ray [Henderson] playing
as the Tigers continually tried to hands on loose balls and he fin- into his condition these nine
pound the ball inside against the ished the game with a double-dou- days.
Bandits. The team has been with- ble with 10 rebounds and 15 points.
"It's hard for me to say I feel good.
out freshman guad Ed Scott since
"Chucky did an excellent job in I feel good around this team. But I
last Wednesday and Pasha Bains the second half of finishing inside know to look at one game at a time
will not be eligible until December. . shots," said Shyatt. "It appeared that and we need to be ready for the
Junior Adam Allanspach he was getting his hands on the ball 19th."

Ladies are off to a shaky beginning
► The ACC champs lost
theirfirst exhibition
against thefunior National
Team of Russia.
HEATHER WALKER

TAKE THAT: Lady Tiger Krystal Scott pushes through Russia's Elena
Grishina (13) and Natalia Vodopyanova (6) Monday in Littlejohn.

staff writer
The Clemson women's basketball team is the defending ACC
Champion, and on Tuesday night it
put its title to the test as it faced the
Russian Junior National Team in
an exhibition game at Littlejohn
Coliseum. The Lady Tigers lost the
battle 73-56.
Clemson shot just 37 percent
from the field overall, including 31
percent in three-point shots, and
connected on only 37 percent of
their free throws. The Russian team
meanwhile shot 59 percent from
the field and as a team shot 67 percent in free throws.
Despite the loss, the Lady Tigers
out-rebounded the Russian team
38-31 and had three players score in
double digits. Nuria Forns, who
connected for two out of seven
three-point shots, scored 10 points
overall while Erin Batth added 13
points to the effort. Chrissy Floyd
led all Clemson scorers with 16
points. Batth and Floyd dominated
the boards for the Lady Tigers by
grabbing nine and eight rebounds
respectively.

Olga Arteshina and Elena
Grishina both led the Russian team
with 16 points apiece while
Grishina and Tatiana Zhogoleva
led the team in rebounding with
nine apiece.
The Lady Tigers came out
strong by controlling the tip and
scoring within the first nine seconds. But the Russians took charge
of the game from there on as
Clemson went almost six minutes
without scoring. The Russian team
took advantage and went on an 8-0
run, leading the Lady Tigers 10-4
before Clemson would score again.
The scoring drought continued for
the Lady Tigers throughout much
of the first half as Clemson scored
only six points in the last eight
minutes of the half. The Russian
team led 35-20 at half time.
Clemson looked like a new
team at the opening of the second
half. The Lady Tigers went on a 6-0
run and closed to within four
points of the Russians at 41-45
with a little under 12 minutes
remaining in the game. But the
streak was broken on a three-point
play by Natalia Vodopyanova who
connected on her free throw after
being fouled by Floyd. The
Russians then led 48-41 and would
not look back. Clemson's last four
points of the game came off of four

free throw attempts as Krystal
Scott, Jamine Moton and
Floyd made one basket each
time they went to the line. Clemson
was 10 for 27 on free throws in the
game.
One of the highlights for the
Lady Tigers was the outstanding
performance of freshman Chrissy
Floyd. Floyd was spectacular in the
second half as she paced the team
with 12 points and five rebounds.
Her three-point shot three minutes
into the second half helped to put a
charge in the team which scored 16
points in five minutes.
The Lady Tigers came within
four points of the Russian team—
the closest they had been since five
minutes into the game, and the
closest they would come the rest of
the game.
The Lady Tigers are coming off
of a season in which the team finished ranked 10th in the nation,
achieved a 26-6 record, and won
the ACC Championship. Although
the team returns eight letterwinners from last year's squad, the
Lady Tigers must adjust to the loss
of four senior starters, including
Natasha
Anderson,
Nikki
Blassingame, Amy Geren and Itoro
Umoh.
Clemson will open the season
on Nov. 19 at 4:45 pm in Littlejohn.
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Russian Invasion
► Lady Tigers have an early
disappointment.
Page 19

VoIeibaM:_ vs. Wake Forest, tonight, 7 p.m.
Football: at Georgia Tech, Saturday, 12 p.m.
Volleyball: vs. Duke, Saturday, 6j>.m.

Turnaround
► Men's soccer team
bounces back.
Page 17
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Tigers give the Blue Devils hell
► Clemson made the last
home game of the season
one to remember, beating
Duke 58-1.
HOLLI ARMSTRONG

staff writer
Just going through the motions
was not enough for the seniors,
who in their final home game
appearance embraced the fans and
the time-honored traditions that
have made playing at Clemson so
special during the team's 58-7 rout
of Duke.
In honor of the occasion, the
seniors put in an early request to
don the orange pants, which was
granted, and made for an impressive sight as they topped the hill.
Together, Dextra Polite, David"Evans, Mai Lawyer, Brian Wofford
and DoMarco Fox rubbed the rock
and lingered awhile before taking
off down the hill after their teammates who were already gathering
at midfield.
Brandon Streeter, who started
his first game since breaking his
collarbone on Oct. 2, set the tone
early by scoring on his first five
possessions. He went on to lead the
Tigers to their second best offensive performance of the 1990s
racking up 558 total yards.

"It was a picture perfect ending
for me," said Streeter who was 22
for 30 for 279 yards passing. "It's
unbelievable how fast it has all
went by."
Late in the first, Streeter found
Wofford, who gained 28 yards on a
reverse. Then on fourth-and-10,
Clemson's gamble paid off when
Lawyer went up and fell into the
end zone for a 25-yard touchdown
reception.
"I really wanted to come out
and score a touchdown in my last
home game," said Lawyer. "I couldn't have asked for a better ending."
Wofford went on to score late in
the third from 18 yards out, and
along with Lawyer finished the
day with nine catches for 112 yards.
Together they rewrote the Tiger
record books, recording 217 career
receptions, making them the top
duo to do so in the same class. The
previous record of 216 was set by
Perry Tuttle and Jerry Gaillard
from 1978-81.
"We knew if we played well
together then today would be special," said Wofford. "We just wanted to go out with a bang."
With the game put away,
Streeter headed to the sidelines
bathed in applause from the
75,000 fans on their feet. He was
then hugged by fellow seniors

Wofford and Lawyer, who had
requested touchdown passes the
night before. Streeter was happy to
accommodate.
"It was emotional last night
within our team meeting," said
Streeter. "The seniors spoke and
that was tough. The last few seconds of this game were tough, and
I'm just glad I was a part of it all."
"I was a little sad and happy at
the same time," said Wofford, who
decided to take one last stroll
around the already empty stadium. "It has been great growing up
with these guys, and I'm sure
everybody will do well no matter
what path they choose."
Lawyer decided not to join
Wofford for fear of spoiling the
moment. "I can't do it," Lawyer
said. "I might shed a tear."
Members of the senior defense
also enjoyed the moment. Fox and
Polite have been great leaders for a
relatively young defense. They
along with Damonte McKenzie
wish they could be around to
watch the program evolve.
"These seniors have shown
tremendous leadership and
jumped in the boat with both feet
with what we were trying to do,"
said Head Coach Tommy Bowden.
"And I was happy that their last COMPLETE: Brian Wofford leaps into the air to make a d ramatic catch
home game went like it did."
against Duke during Saturday's game in Death Valley.

DAN GONZALEZ/sc nor SI

Ladies fall
short in ACC
Tournament

[CENTURY OF RIVALRY]

► The women's soccer team
remains confident as it
heads into the NCAA
Tournament.
SEAN REARDON

DANCING: Containing quarterback Joe Hamilton is going to be the Tigers' biggest challenge in tomorrow's
zame.

ONGOING TRADITIONS
Georgia Tech remains one ofClemson's toughest challenges
CHRISTOPHER KISCO

senior staff writer
Clemson versus Georgia
Tech has been one of the
ACC's most competitive
rivalries since the two teams
began playing football in 1898,
Clemson's third season in the
gridiron.
In 1898 Clemson defeated
Georgia Tech 23-0 to cap a successful 3-1 season. Clemson

defeated the Yellow Jackets again
the next season 41-5 before
resuming the series in 1902.
Any discussion of the football
rivalry between Georgia Tech
and Clemson had better begin
with the legendary John
Heisman, the man whose name
is on the trophy bestowed annually to the nation's best college
Football player.
Heisman coached at several
schools during his illustrious

career, but Clemson fans are
proud to boast he began his football legacy in Tiger Town. He
invented the hidden ball trick,
the handoff, the double lateral,
and the flea flicker.
He pioneered the forward
pass, originated the center snap,
and the word "hike" to begin a
play. Another one of his contributions was to build the foundation of Clemson's football tradition.

Heisman came to Clemson in
1900 and coached the team for
four seasons before leaving after
the 1903 season. Heisman's 1900
team went undefeated and
defeated Georgia, South Carolina,
and Alabama by a combined
score of 125-5.
Heissman was 19-3-2 in his
four seasons at Clemson. His .833
winning percentage is still the
SEE TECH, PAGE

16

staff writer
The Clemson Lady Tigers soccer team had a goal this weekend:
to win the ACC Tournament. It fell
a little bit short, but the squad definitely gained some confidence.
And now with the NCAA
Tournament starting, the Lady
Tigers are ready to make some
noise.
Clemson defeated the Virginia
Cavaliers on Thursday 3-1 in the
quarterfinals of the ACC
Tournament. The Lady Tigers took
a 1-0 lead in the first half on a goal
by Beth Keller.
Keller received a pass from
Alison Burpee, dribbled down the
. field and scored on keeper Julie
Harris of Virginia in the 34th
minute. Keller's pass to the right
post set up Tricia Williams for a
goal at the 71st minute, giving
Clemson a 2-0 lead.
Virginia closed the score in the
game five minutes later on Jill
Maxwell's header on a free kick by
Ashley Meekerto make it 2-1. But
the Lady Tigers would come right
back and score with a little less
than five minutes left in the game.
Burpee's follow up on Deliah
Arrington's shot, which hit the
post, would put the Cavaliers away,
giving Clemson a 3-1 win.
"It was a great, tough performance," said co-Head Coach
SEE

ACC, PAGE 15

